UNITAS
SOME IMPRESSIONS NEVER
As we open the door to a new world, we stop and look back on our high school years. We reminisce about the experiences and memories and friendships that will last a lifetime. Look back on our first day as freshmen, a time when two rival towns became one team. Look back on our younger years, the carefree time of our lives when there were no such things as car problems and term papers did not exist. Look back on a sportsmanship that kept school spirit alive. Look back on special moments and school activities that helped make our school years so successful. Look back on the times we've spent in the classroom, gearing ourselves for the future. All these are impressions that will never fade.
As we recall our younger years, we remember our innocence and love of life. After school was not a time for homework but for playing with friends. Friday nights were not spent on dates and parties but at school dances and sleepovers. Back then we had many friends, but none was more important than that special “best friend” that we all seemed to have. The memories of spending time with our friends, growing and learning together, are the impressions that will never fade.
In our four years at B-R, we have developed friendships that will last a lifetime. As we look back on our high school years, we will remember the good times we’ve had. We’ve laughed together, and we’ve cried together. We’ve confided our secrets and shared our dreams. We remember the parties, piling in cars, hanging out at the mall, dancing with that special someone, and long, serious discussions with our best friend. These memories are impressions that will never fade.
The impressions that our teachers and friends have made on us helped us to learn and mature. Interpreting Shakespeare in English class, proving theorems in Geometry, performing experiments in science are skills we will take with us in life. We started our freshman year learning there was no pool on the third floor; we finish our senior year having learned the responsibilities of adulthood. Wherever we go in the world our impression that learning never ends will never fade.
Throughout our years at B-R, we have had many special moments. Some of our memories are of the glamorous and exciting events in our lives. We will never forget the night of our Junior Prom. All the boys were handsome; all the girls beautiful. We cheered ourselves hoarse at pep rallies and wondered who would be Mr. and Miss Regional. Some of our memories are of quiet times relaxing with friends. These special moments will never fade from our memories.
Throughout our years at B-R, our athletes have left our competitors with a strong sense of our sportsmanship. This reputation keeps the B-R spirit alive. Whether on the playing fields, the courts, or the track, we have always shown teamwork in achieving goals and meeting challenges. The pride we feel in giving our best will stay with us long after we leave school. Through sports we have made friendships which will last for years. Whether we savor victory or agonize over defeat, we stay close both on and off the field. Our competitive spirit and teamwork leave an impression that will never fade.
Our impression of the many and varied activities offered by B-R will never fade. We have sweet memories of trips to the theater, the ballet, Disneyland, and Canada. We’ve pumped iron in the weightroom and sung and danced in the school musical. We’ve laughed with our friends at fundraisers and practiced democracy during elections for class officers. School activities have helped us have fun while we grow and learn.
With special thanks to...

Mr. Richard Scarano

During the past four years, our lives have been influenced by many special people. One in particular has touched many students both inside and outside the classroom.

We, the class of 1994, dedicate the 1994 issue of the UNITAS to Mr. Richard Scarano. His spirit and enthusiasm have enriched and inspired our lives. Among B-R's best, his lasting impression on us will never fade.

and to....

the dedicated office staff:
1. Mrs. Helene O'Neil, Mrs. Dale Perron, 2. Mrs. Barbara Peddie, and 3. Mrs. Joanne Smith. These ladies always greet students with a smile and a kind word. They answer the phone, write passes for students, manage the intercom, operate the computers, and keep track of the attendance records of over 1400 students.
1. Ms. Calef enjoys showing her students how much fun a physics lab can be.
2. During creative writing class, Ms. McGuire confers with Suzanne Kelliher.
3. “Can you identify this body part?” asks Mr. Scarano.
4. Dr. Chuckran laughs as Dave Moore shows why he should be an “A” student.
5. Ms. Farrington demonstrates her belief that it is important to start the day with a healthy breakfast.
The role that the staff has played will remain in our thoughts forever.

6. Mr. Chevrefils discusses the best way to repair the lawn mower with his class.
7. Mr. Peterson concentrates on the music as Karen Winger plays the saxophone.
8. Ms. Smith and Jalane Phaneuf share a smile as they discuss Jalane's project.
9. In deep concentration, Kerin Mayher listens as Ms. Paterna enthusiastically shows how fascinating the study of government can be.
Mr. Edward J. O'Donoghue
Superintendent

Dr. James C. Hilton
Principal

Mr. George R. Powers
Administrator of Pupil Services

Mr. Alan Peabody
Dean of Students

Right: The Bridgewater-Raynham Regional School Committee
Seated: Mr. James R. Dupont, Mr. Arthur N. Wyman, Ms. Mary Ellen Arabasz;
Standing: Mr. R. William Barbour, Mr. Robert J. Cardaci, Mr. George Mitchell.
1. Mrs. Brown settles down with a good book.
2. Mr. Cleary reviews Debbie Moreira's work.
3. Mr. Kubiak checks Nicole Mason's notebook.
4. Mr. Brogna helps Ryan Guilfoyle with his classwork.
5. Preparing for his next class, Mr. Frank sorts through his notes.
6. Mrs. Swann helps Rene Stella, Mike Barrett and Jon Tracey enjoy learning math.
1. Hard at work, Mr. Cuniff carefully corrects student exams.
2. School librarian Ms. Gregoire helps a student do research.
3. Surrounded by her students, Ms. Farrington takes a break from gym class.
4. Mr. Morrison shows his students how to plan their next drafting project.
5. Mr. Coughlin’s science class relaxes at the end of the period.
6. Rain can’t stop Mr. Lennon from cheering on the Football team.

Mr. Robert Faria
Ms. Evelyn Ferioli
Mr. Daniel Gallagher
Mr. Richard Henderson
Ms. Noreen Kilbridge
1. Demonstrating a chemistry problem, Mr. Yafrate happily works out a solution at the board.
2. Taking a break from work, Ms. Denault and Ms. Haskins chat in the hallway.
3. Determined to finish his work before 3 p.m., Mr. Harrington busily grades papers.
4. Pleased with his student's performance, Mr. Lennon smiles as he corrects Matt Diamond's paper.
5. Ms. Fisher takes away the winter chill by brightening her room with plants.
6. Ms. Robbins and Audrey Myers share a smile in word processing.
1. Mr. Porter struggles with Brad Mitchell in his computer class.
2. Dressed in red and white, Mr. Scarano and Heather Frazel show their B-R spirit.
3. Mr. Cunningham, Brenda Michell, and Cyndi Whiting smother a friend during art class.
4. With creative flair, Mr. Phaneuf displays his Halloween creations.
5. Mr. Henderson helps his students learn.
6. Mr. Sarantopoulos welcomes Jehu Eaves to guidance.
1. Justin McLeod relaxes before Ms. McGuire asks him to discuss tragedy in Macbeth.
2. By watching Carren Mackiewicz, Suzanne Kel-licher learns how to put a yearbook together.
3. Proving two brains are better than one, Greg Antine and Darin Souza discuss their upcoming math test.
4. With a steady hand, Steve Chiocca completes his typing assignment.
The class of 1994 moves on with lasting memories of the past four years.

5. Holding a can of soda, Rich Enright heads out the door.
6. Together Brenda Micheli and Scott Comfrey enjoy art class.
7. With total concentration, Peter Karns and Brian Keane test their bridge design.
8. Preparing for the SAT, Dan Burstein utilizes the Reading Center.
9. Drum major Wade Harootian smiles as he observes band practice.
Kerri-Anne Abdou

Eugenia Adraneda
"Genie"
129 Francine Road (R)
F.H.: X.C. 3,4; W.T. 3,4; S.T. 1-4; FLC 2-4; NHS; S.D.D w/P.L @ XC; E.P.: PMINT / WTGR?; Lost w/P.L @ Wy; Ginny? UMASS lib. w/ H.N. - Shh! HNB: Jose?; LWH w/C.C.: ST crew w/ F.Z.; Fluff; BK-Stopp: "Chilli"; Mallou?; Cape w/M.R., F.Z., + P.L; Lynn ..HELP!; Quack ..EEK! GT+GF(UKWUR); GL, Allan!; K.B..XC crew!; 10/29/93- WE WON!; Thanks, Mum + Dad: Bye. BRI!

Peter E. Ajemian
221 Aldrich Road (B)
WAC 1-4; FLC 3-4; Musical 1-4; ST-TNG+DS9 1-4; Volkswagen; Time is infinite and not; 9/14/93: Billy Joel Live!; Montreal 1992; "Hey 'a What's that you got on your face?"; Dividing the streets of B'Water w/E.J.; Remember that ignorance is expensive; Good Luck, Ani!; Thanks, Mom + Dad. I Love You!

Joy Alexander
559 Orchard Street (R)
TR 1-3; Ski 3-4; BURFMK-15yrs! blk.-sheep. This or That? Both! The Cape (WHOA); NSTH U.FRED; CS- FAT S.; PENY hey "Twin": Cows or us?. Puts KM-skiest! C.S. + J.R. - exly; J.J. - you ditz; Margarita-Jose speedo lives; GT /GF M.K. C.S., F.Z., K.M., J.R., S.D., G.N. J.J: I'll miss you guys! Thanks! Family- SSJMT.

Riad Ali
75 Wildwood Place (B)

Chris Almeida
15 Maple Avenue (B)
Hr.: GT w/ H.B., D.B., K.B. Heather, which one this week? To all my friends, B.C., K.R., R.M., H.W., H.P., P.M., S.O., M.M.; GT + GF w/ Terri V.; 4 - Eva W.A. B.A.; ILWALY, Mom + Dad; I did it, Thanks for everything; I Love you. Steve, IWNFY 3-11-93 IWALY.

Brian Anderson
185 Spruce Street (B)

Paula Christine Anderson
"Pauley + Pauler"
10 Lantern Lane (B)
Robert Anderson  
"Rob"  
245 North Street (B)  

Marc A. Arcadiplane  
17 Eleanor Road (R)  
BB1,2; Soc1; SS2; GT w/GF: L.B., T.O., B.Y., R.E., A.D., D.C., M.P.; Cape Cod; New Year's at Dunlop's; Jr. Prom w/ T.L.; July 3. What a time! B.C. weekends; Carver's, Edgewood; Borden; "The Boss;" Tuck's place; after Prom w/ L.B., R.E., M.T., B.Y.; touch; 10-12-92, IWALYT; IT-YIWB; TGNATC; Room 141; O.K.; WDS; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Lisa, Wil; Bye, B-R!

Troy M. Audyatis  
"Audy"  
212 Carl Road (R)  
FB 1, 2, 3; BB 1; WT 1, 2; RTCO '91 Going like wind with "MO"; GT w/ M.O., S.S., S.O., J.M., C.Y., P.S., and the rest of the crew; Easton-What a mistake; C.Y., P.S., M.O., T.A.- the best cooks in the business; The regal "bus"; BSC- the track "great sites"; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Todd, Mike, and Doc Scarano-It's been fun!

Erin Leigh Ayers  
"Chipper" "Em"  
577 Oak Street (B)  
Band 1-4; Ski 1-4; VB 3,4; RS 3,4; Bonjour, Amelie! Space-ship Erf, Figgy: "Dead Puppies!" M.S.- college library + ski bus-not my fault; J.K.- any gum? D.C. - it hit me right here! Elvish (locker); Jr. Prom- I went; PCC 90-91; G.S. trio-R.R. + S.K.; 12 yrs- Gorp; A.W.- Norwell camping and skiing; J.M.- I do brake; GL Alme, Lindsay, Rachel; Thanks, Mom + Dad!

Gregory Antine  
"Greg" "Gory"  
140 Sherwood Lane (R)  
N.H.S. 3-4; W.A.C. 1-4; F.L.C. 2-4; Going to Dave's on Sat's; Poker white boys; NCAA Pool-Mark, off ramp 75; HMUN 92- Megaphone, (GA)2; F.L. 91- the reptile riding in Hammond's truck; McDo's in reverse, Taco Bell, Diatomic odes; D.S. - own world; It's been great-R.G., D.S., M.S., M.M., P.K., T.R., T.C., M.H.; Thanks, Mom, Dad, and Matt.

Derek G. Asadoorian  
"Asa"  
28 Ann Street (R)  
FB 1,3,4; Mom,Dad, I made it. Thanks, Dr. Pappas, Cliff Jumping 69, Big Joe & Little Skippy! The Duke; Boys Chillin' w/L.B 89; OK Buddy/P.M - you dawg I'm not Blouch D.C.; 28 Tent Talk! Featuring Bill and Derek w/ Mars Bars; Big Bertha got away, MAINE; Mom, Dad, I owe you infinite thanks! Good Luck, Adam; I Love You All!

Brian D. Auger  
"Auge"  
1 Brookside Drive (B)  
Soc 1-4; T. 1-3; Ski 1-4; What telephone pole? NHL. 4th of July @ Hilo's; World Series of bottles w/ D.N. + M.H.; Lonestar; GT w/ M.H., D.N., K.H., E.L., B.J., P.B., Burke's w/ Hilo; "33"; Ford's party, me + my bike in the woods; Roadrunner; BK on the HW, the window; OOKLA; I Luv Ya, Mom + Dad; IWALY, C.S.; Doors, "The End!"

Daniel P. Bacon  
"Bacs"  
47 Church Street (B)  
Ryan Baker
133 Rambelwood Drive (R)
Soc 1,2,3; WTr 1,2,3; ST 2,3, SC 1,2,3; GT+GF-T.A., R.W., L.B., P.A., C.B., D.A., T.R., M.B., M.S., G.A. + EOIM; DD-D.S., A.M., +H; Juice to WW Crew; “Hey, Mo”; “I suggest”; IT w/ MB; B.J.O; WEATC; DF + TC; PTP; Good-Bye, B-R; Success is with me and all who want it; I love you, Mom, Dad, and Jeff.

James Bethoney
“Pablo”
14 Springhill Avenue (B)
Bevis, A.C.w/ Keebler + C.V.; D.M. @ Carver’s Pond ’92; K.A.-Home- room; C.W.-“Numb”; P.K. @ Legion w/Santis + Vadnais + D.S.; Keep partyin’, Kub; W.W.-Towhead; K.C., C.J., J.G., D.R., Dr. Coyle’s Class; J.L., M.L., @ Col- legetown; Joe G., let’s jog; E.H., go Army; M.T.+ D.N., C.G.-House of Pain; M.G., What’s up?; Mr. Lennon + Mr. Cunniff, Thanks, Mom + Dad + U.S. Army.

Luke Bisio
“Biz”
153 Sunset Drive (R)
Basketball 1-4; OCL Champs- 93,94+; SOABC; 8/15/93-EOTI; ILBP; New Years-92’ The Hill; Border Colony; Prom-After; H D.C.; Small Town; RHD-For life?; Summer 93-CC; 6/93/93-Beach; PB; Strike 5 for T.O.; Crowes; GTw/ B.C., S.K., J.H.; Getaway w/J.P.; Carver’s; Best of Friends- L.M., T.; The Boss-These are the Glory Days”; ILY, Mom+ Dad+ Jeff.

Jeff Blumenthal
43 Sunset Drive (R)
Should I get the extinguisher? JD incident; Pepper Mace, Evacuate McDonalds; Center-caps; “GoGo! Go!”; Dug’s Cellar; The Todd Rod; Hard’s mere; Glasses on the hood; Rouse the moose; Alabama; Poker; Billard’s Parking lot; Death Kart; Aerosmith ’93; “It’s all in moderation”; Good Luck, Tracy, you need it!

Mike Botelho
Mt. Prospect Street (B)
GTw/ D.N., C.F., J.B., S.C., P.G., D.M.; C.H., J.P.; T.B. Runs w/ C.F. + P.G.; 2/22/93 @ M.B.- SF-SL w/D.N.; F + PPB; Randy’s- JAFG; Golf w/D.N.; MYBG; Campsite, N.C.; Drafting w/Sac; BB +Jr.lifting; B+BH- Huh Huh; Thanks, L.C.+G.A.; Love to Mom +Dad + J.B. +B.B.

Heather M. Bottoms
“Bottoms”
904 High Street (B)
Str. 1,2; WTr. 1; GT+GF; Tamsin- UMass “No” Chicken; WC; AHFG; Lane On Cesar; FMB; Cindy- Life Saver holest; Max’s strip, York’s beach, Kenny; If you know what I’m sayin; NAPES DUDE, White Zombie Zood, To all Freshmen- Frown; Marshfield 92+93; P.G., M.G., A.R., B.C., B.B., C.S., M.C., C.P., K.W.; Blackburn’s Love You Guys; To Mom, Dad, +Fam- I Love You Later On.

Cheri Boucher
“Booshy” “Shwee”
780 Vernon Street (B)
#W+S; Tr 2-4; PL2; BT @ Jr. Prom w/D.M.; GT w/GF- P.A., J.C., K.N., S.T., E.J., B.F., B.S., M.M., D.M., T.K.; 5/10/93 @ F w/J.C. + D.M.; R.C. 11k’s; 10/23/93 @ M w/M.C.; Seadling? We in Montreal; S @ Mc’d’s w/B+M; We’s @ Unity; GT in SH2/MY; M.O.; Ptw/Cush; P.A. and thin; F+BPT /C.C.; 27’s; Mr. S, ILY, YTB; Mike 7/4/93 I LUV YOU!Thanks, Mom, Dad, and Rob; Bye, B-R

Steven Brearley
“Beersly”
1392 Old Pleasant St. (B)
Megan Marie Brown
115 Barbara Road (R)
Foreign Language Club 3 (President) GT+GF; Canada W/ FLC
E.K., H.N., B.J.; E.K.-90210; Jr. Prom w/ John; Bill's Party.. Summer '93; Lori (Chicklet)-
TFABT.. never forget James! Weekends at URI; I Lov You, John (1-4-3-4) thanks for every-
thing, Mom, Dad, Jen + Bill-
URT.. Good Luck, Erin!!! Later, B-R!!!
Richard Caprio
"Rich"
93 Laurel Street (B)
Hock 1,2; JRA 3-4; Hangin' w/ Lin'i + the MFS; The tounneys @ J.M.; Hermes- the PTy's; Joe G. - crazy fun 1-4 + more; B. H. @ Cox's '93 Summer; Jr. Prom w/ J.G. + the boys @ the Cape; Classics #1; PTY w/ team; Rizz man; Niagara; "I'm warm now!" Thanks for the B-Day present, H.S. + J.G.!!; Thanks, Mom + Dad, Jenn + Rob; GL, Dave.

David J. Carraggi
"Dave"
97 Nicholas Road (R)
Ski 1,2; Breakfast last year; Getting lost in Boston; Someone stole my ski at Loon; Parties at S.F.; D.T. crashed head on w/T.H.; Behind Roche Bros.; Crashing the Monte; Getting Chased w/M.C.+J.P.; Gun Shots; Thanks Mom + Dad.

Doug Carlson
90 Leonard Street (R)

Patricia Casey
"Patti"
58 Clover Drive (B)
Str 1-4; FS 1,2; Poms 3; SADD 1-4; PC3/4; FTA 4; FL + VA w/S.K.; JP LMA; Jr. Prom- What a joke; 7th per. flow-N.L!; Summer '91; Shirt + D.; Word it up man!; GT; Wege w/ gang-Yikes!; Horseneck '93; It's stuck; Roll-Poli and her crew; GTw/GF-SK, J.M., G.T., N.P., S.S., N.L., H.M., M.G., M.M., K.H., K.H., J.M., H.P., B.S., S.M., M.C., C.M., R.J.; Kate's house; 3/27/93 G.B.; DDDw/ GT; 1st F.D.; DHUPLWP; RF; GL Christine, G.T., Thanks Mom + Dad; ILY.

Cheryl Carroll
137 Nicholas Road (R)
CC 1-3; Str 1; Ski 1-4; F.D., J.R., D.S., J.K., N.W., P.K., D.R.; Summer of '93; Physyo T + R; K.M. 7/31/93; BW/R+M, Cars w/ purple Lts; D.B. - my landlady; J.L., E.P., C.S.; 2-30 Will it last?; J.L. + E.P. Balbonies; G.N.; 6/29/92; IVALYBUSK; Mr. Plumber; HN R.O. - nothing will stop us; J.L., C.S., E.P., 0/31/93; K.R., K.K., D.B., Good Luck!; IVALBP; G.T., J.C., M.C., D.T., M.D., R.A., L.S. H.N.; Thanks, Mom + Dad

Neil Michael Cataloni
"Catman"
30 East Street (B)
Hock 1-4; WL 1-4; GTw/ R.A. S.C., J.B., S.C., J.D., T.L., R.A. C.F.; Lost @ Jobu's! Cape w/ Clan, S.C.'s Beach; NYE 93 J.B.'s; S.C. -RUWY; GNR's + Metallica Tour '92; Metallica, U Mass '93; GTw/Goz, Movie from Maine; X-Mas Lights; GTw/R.A. Junior Yr.; 7/9 Mailbu; GL, S.C.w M.C. + GL All Cuzns; Thanks, Mr. + Dad + Rich; ILY; GL, Charlie; GL Class of '94

Christopher P. Chiocca
370 Broadway (R)
Hock 1,2,4; Ski 1,2; 85 Daytona w/ P.M.; Crash Green Machine; Ski Trip w/ L.K., A.C., M.D., C.E.; SEMI-FORMAL W/ P.M.; K.W., L.K.; Dupl 92 +93 W/ S.S., R.R., S.O., S.C., R.L.; GM Stick on Hill Run thru Brookton w/ USMC; Summer '92: B.L. House all over the stairs; Nov.3, 92 Lia, I love you; Thanks, Mrs. P FYH; Thanks, Mom + Dad; Good Luck Amy; Off to USMC!

Stephen P. Chiocca
"Chalka"
68 Center Street (B)
GT w/ S.C., J.D., N.C., R.A., T.L., J.B., C.F.; 78' BU' Cruise; Campus; N.C. - Put your window up; R.A.- Give me gas money; Help me! Waterford Village Thanks; J.B. - S.C.; Summer 92 J.B. - No, No, Yogi!; S.C.- Head track parties; T.L. - Sorry about your bike! '80 Monte Carlo, th Rebirth; I Love you Susie; Thanks, Mom + Dad.
Amy Lynn Christianson  
309 Titicut Road (R)  
WIBJ/WAY; H.M.-ClayWoman; C.B.-J.Q.; J.S.-JWNY; THX 4 everything I Luv ya-6, H.R.-Dunkin's Sink RT9 GMSS Popsicles; L.F.-Stony River WBHB; Tan Line-B.L.; Jr. Prom-Cape; SMB Concert; Kris’s w/J.G.; T.C.-Dog; DBust @ Tedeschi’s; LIMBY; Soph yr, w/W.R.-Surpr B-Day, Rat’s 2nd; NE-AL YEMF; Stilts; Thanks, Mom + Dad+ Eric ILY; GL J.C.+T.D.

Jennifer L. Ciccone  
“Jen”  
1210 South Street (B)  
Soc 1-3; WT 2-4; Capt. 4; ST 1-4; GTw/GF-YKWYAT; DD w/H.F.; P.A + S.Y.-Margarita ’92; Canada w/ C.B.; “My Little Boys”; A.S.-”What’s in the salad??”; M.M.-CSB Kirk-GLNY- State Champ; 2373; 5/1/93 @ Fw/ C.B., M.M., D.M.-R.C.-11K’s; Per7 Cushi! Subs TYFOT; here’s $1.25; B.D.-TYFL “Blood Siblings” IMY; M.M.+C.S.-Lunch? D.S.-Just Lookin’, Suns-#34 Rules! Gary’s with the gang: J.P. balloons; Thanks, Mom; Dad; GL; Heather!

Heather A. Clapp  
85 Maura Drive (B)  
FH 1-4; VP 1-3,4; SLGov’t 1-4; NHS 3,4; Miss Reg; GTw/GF-E.H., A.D.; E.K., C.H., K.M., C.F., A.L.; E.F.-DOP; SO in AM, hitman, HD’s, BPA; M.C.-TLU; Jr. Miss-1RFU.C.S.-w/k? HMC@Boston; M.S.-Jr. prom, TFE; G.Z.-how funny? I’m so excited! Bets, we had fun! Gnat + J.W., NY+DC-Someday I’ll make it; Each dream in our hearts lies within reach if we just believe in ourselves! Thanks, B-R, Mom + Dad, Chris, Gramps & Louise, Copp fam.; GL Sara + Amanda-ILY!

Deborah Cohen  
“Deb”  
74 Harvard Street (B)  
Basketball-1; Chorus 2,3; Guys&Dolls-2; Washington D.C. w/friends M., M.C., J.C., J.S.; ILY John 2/28/93; Thanks to Mr. H, Mrs. W., and Mr. B; Thanks for everything Mom and Dad; GL Matt.

Daniel Collins  
“Dan”  
19 Mark Drive (R)  
FB1-4 capt.BB 1-2GF-34, 72, 73, 20, 67, 54; Jr Prom w/ Katie; Texas w/ Tom; McD’s w/ C.Y., P.M., S.O.; Pilt camp w/ Jamie; Boot Scool'n w/ C.Y.; Coletti’s; Thanks K.L.: I owe you; Reeds, help me; Good luck, 73C; Thanks, Mom and Dad; GL, K.C. and Kate.

Scott Comfrey  
27 West Elm Street (R)  

Thomas Connor  
“Connors”  
291 Ramble Wood Drive (R)  
Soccer 1-4? W-Track 1-4 State Chmp-Nat. Chmp; My squad w/ Morony; Horseneck w/ Cookie & the boys; J.B.-put him in the water; BU-crash; Pizza w/ my squad; they just ran your event; Lost in Boston; Where’s Harvard?Per. 5; Spano’s chase; Is this MIT? PCC- You’ve lost that lovin’ feelin’; Out in 4; Thanks Mom and Dad.

Elizabeth Copp  
“Betsy”  
515 Hall Street (R)  
Christopher Costa
64 Temi Road (R)

Kristy Costa
483 S. Main Street (R)

Todd Sullivan Costa
"Kramer"
249 Titicut Road (R)
WTr 1-4 Capt.? Str 2-4; Dazza's; Window washer; Breakfast Club goes everywhere; Fishin' in the beast; Soul Asylum good, Cypress better, Jr. prom the best; Thanks, boys; France was cool; I am not a headhunter; N U, How Ward: Mi amigos:T.R., J.S., J.G., M.R., J.P., J.O., C.H.; Breakfast club studs; LaGarlic crew; K.P. and everyone else who I love; Off and gone; Thanks, parents.

Kellie Croke
107 Park Avenue (B)
T.G., K.W., L.M., R.D., C.G., L.G., C.Z., B.L., C.R., K.O., K.B.; Ashley Blvd. w/C.G., M.S., A.M., Michelle; CC Dada; 8-92 w/J.H., M.H., C.B. @ the playground; L.M. in the hall; Duxbury beach w/J.P., K.W., J.L.; A.C. you can't drive; '92 Camero; Basement Party!; The hotel K.W.+J.L., K.C.+J.P.; The woods in Stoughton w/J.H., M.H., C.R., laly Jason; J.M. Imy ma; Thanks, Dad+Brian-I did it!

Jared D'Souza
"Jobu"
43 Atkinson Drive (B)

Karl Cresswell
25 Meadow Lane (B)

Bethany L. Cutting
"Beth"
888 N. Main Street (R)
CC 1: WTr 2; NHS: Got Any Jokes?; Never forget H Beach + Nelson; Raul+Felipe, the best semi-dates; FRIENDLY'S RULES; FS's X Car; Shut-up! Mem's; Elmo! J.C.-You owe me 25 cents: What's linguini? Dodge-ola; apple+bagels; To all my friends- LWNFY-You are the best! Thanks, Mom+Dad; Good Luck Jen+Tabbie -I Love you Guys!

Michael Daversa
"Mike"
21 Hale Street (B)
Baseball 1-4; Football: GTw/T.H., D.T., G.N., S.F., T.H., J.C., D.B.; Sinking in Andy Carrol's jeep; Late Night at Bristol; Breakfast @ Phils; Summer of 92 @ OOB w/T.D., J.K., C.T., J.B., J.S., T.A., J.P., B.R., R.M.; "Do the Crew," D.S.w/T.D., T.H., D.B.; Cypress Hill; 87 Daytona RlP; BRBB; Thanks, Dad, Tony, and Joe-ILYG; Bye B-R!
Katie Delaney
“Short Kid”
73 Hickory Drive N. (R)

Rina DiCenzo
36 Crapo Street (B)

Amy E. DiMarzio
103 Pleasant Drive (B)
FH 1-4; capt.; Ten 2-4 OCI speat; GF-E.K. E.H., C.F., H.C., C.H., A.L., K.M., E.F., G.Z., M.S., T.R., J.G., A.P.; Essence- PRO FM w/ T.J.,; Henndogg; H2O ban signs; squealling; study groups; 10 mph; Taco’s w/ Eri; Jr. Prom w/ G.Z., Suprise party w/ K.M.; Cali, HMC; Pocumtuck; Grand Am’91; ILY.Mom and Dad; GL! Mike @ X; Rose; GL B-R FH ’94-4 in a row.

Frank Dodero
“Frankie D.”
P.O. Box 825 (B)
FB 1-4; Loved It, GT + GF: J.K., D.S., P.K., D.R., N.W., Jodes, M.C.; Hey Guys, like my boxers? Nate, don’t eat the rabbit. Summer fun at Halifax; Dave, you know where the crumb is? 4 cylinders of high performance Mazda Power; get off it. Thanks, Mom, Joe, God, Love you! Glad to go. Bye!

Kristen Dower
225 Ramblewood Drive (R)

Stacey Dupont
1190 Pleasant Street (R)
Where are my keys? Work w/ Joy; Cypress w/ J.M., K.D., T.E., M.F.; GT w/ GF: T.E., K.D., J.M., M.F., J.A., J.B., + gang; GT at rope swing; escort; X-Mas ’92; Jason L. IWALY + NFY, 9/25/92; fire @ J.M.’s; Hrnt-- Where R my keys?; rope party?; crash w/ Adam; Faria mansion; parties @ J.M.’s; sneak’n out; Coyle w/ A.R.; cruise; thanks, Mom, Steve, Dad; GL J.M.; you’re next, Craig! Good bye, BR!
Lori Ferreira
100 Warren Street (R)
Summer '93; IGALI; B.L.-20 Min. fast., 2 Yr. too late; H.R.-Born
Again, GAP, IAL; A.C.-DGAS.
What was I saying? Party '93;
Sorry A.C.; IOH18; M.B.-TFA
TAAYFGLWJ; Derek-
TF TB3YOML; IWFNY! US.; Did
you say B.T.B., E.P.; M.L.;
Thanks, Gus- WTNHTWO;
A.C.+H.R. YGATB; Thanks,
Mom+Dad, Bob, A.S., M. D.B.,
+Mr.+ Mrs.B., ILAQY! GL,
Danielle B "Sis."

Eric Figureiredo
"Ishmael"
9 Yoke Road
C-ya, B.R: Freshmen penney-
woods; Malevolence; good luck Ed
& Tom; broken glass- my foot is
ok. How's your hand, Pete?
Halloween '92; I love you, Rach-
el- '98 or sooner; Goodbye to
good times with good friends:
P.R., T.M., E.L., "G," K.B., S.H.,
B.A., C.G., Guspaecho,— Keep in
Touch.

Joanne Flaherty
"Jo"
426 Hayward Street (B)
FH 1-4, capt. 4; OCL Champs
23.4; BTH-1-4; GF w/
C.Y., K.H., L.N., L.T., V.H., B.E.,
K.M., Nantucket with Shev.,
Shoplifting?!; Lori, you're a bum!
Jr. Prom (Riv's); Ry, when ya
gonna SLICK IT? Guns 93 w/ C.
Y. & B.E.; "Pocumtuck" GT in
France? ILY, Mom + Dad; Relish
w/ Hubbie; Sean - IASTY; IWAL
the Chief.

Courtney Lauren Fraser
"Frase"
50 Forest Dr. (B)
FH1-4, Capt.; GT&G; C.H., E.K.,
A.D., H.C., K.M., A.P., A.L. Tacos
w/ Erié; JRMS, Sunday River w/
E.H., C.F., I.D.; R&B; Only Kidding!
Margie w/ E.H., Jose & Diaz,
Pro w/ Beach; Beach w/ A.P.; Party
Trains; Who knew? H2O Bar,
SMG. w/ C.H., P.M., A.L., Billy w B
& P, Us! Squeal! Maine w/ J.M.,
Prom w/ M.P.I'm on Fire! Wet
Pants! HENNDOGG#1! GL
BUCKOS! IMY, Coll & Les; ILY,
Mom + Dad, GL C.F.

Christian Franco
1370 Old Pleasant St. (B)
Soc 1-4; ski 1-4; GT w/ J.B.,
M.B., J.D., P.G., J.M., K.R., K.C.,
K.J., T.C., B.W., S.C., T.L., M.L.,
M.P., M.C., thanks E.N.; Sum-
mer '92... track parties, the clan
+CCw; S.C.'s house/ K.R.; 6/
23 double trouble; Taco Bell w/
M.B. + P.G.; 1/12/93- nice!!
the chain; playing on the pond w/
the clan; J.B. + K.C. good luck; M.H.
+ J.C. SB lives! Thanks, Mom,
Dad, Brad + Annie - LGY.

Heather A. Frazier
"Bagel" "Fraz"
605 Walnut Street (B)
FTA 1-4; Dance; YB; Campin w/CC;
Darth-Vador; Weege; Basicly +
Meanwhile; Wingof; J.M.- The Note,
"In the closet"; DDeWJC, JP ba-
loons; Kathy Cr. + The woods;
BCD@DG w/ V.; Bret Roy MBF-
YM&HLYDM; UComp, Hector,
Gingerale; J-K'sinNeutral; dogfood;
R.J.-Cheap Date; J Bryan, IWNF Y;
GFBS, J.M., N.P., S.K., P.A., H.M.,
M.G., P.C., KM., G.T., TH, S.S.,
C.M., J.J., A.P., M.H., M.C.; thanks,
Mr. Sl; GL-R.R + H.C.I.

Ellisa A. Freeman
606 Pleasant Street (R)
Ten 1-4; Soc 1-3 Mgr 4; Ski;
Drama: HMC; Jr. Miss; TFEJ.H.,
H.C., C.S.G.Z., A.D., K.D.; study
groups; breakf. club; Project T;
open nights-DOP- JTM; click;
late ph. calls; lines on 24: men
on Pluto?; hitman; beach + sun-
rise; Gnat; Xmas eve w/ J.H.; GT
@ the rink; SO in AM; I love you,
Dave; GT w/ R.M. + M.F.; U2;
NH; fishing; Girls St.; Thanks D +
E; GL, Kayla; ILY, Mom, Dad,
+ Josh.

AnnMarie Furlong
"Ann"
1160 South Street (B)
IWALU, Rodney, .7/18/93;
November Rain, cryin, Angel; Chevy
81 Cutlass 442 Junkyard GTA;
The Nip, Full moon; let's pray;
suspenders; our big fight; N.H.
swiss rolls w/R; Mac10; Flying
V.; G.F; R.W., D.S., C.S.; L.G.,
no you're not my family;
Blacky+Penny ILY; Hey Rod
Y.I.W.W.Y., I love you, Chump
LY, Punky.
Teddy!
Randy's;
BSq
G.F.
love
Stopped;
3
Indy;
dozens
w/
G.A.,
C.M.-
Jr.
RKY
trudging
93;
F.L.C.
R)
Babe
J.M.,
made
toodles
w/
T.W.,
Jenny
+luck
Stooges,
S.M.;WINGA;
S.E.M.S.B.A.;
Bryan
B.
Play
Band
+Greg,
operation??
luck,
Rm214;Thanks
for
-thing,
Mom,
Kerry;
93;
Rus;
B.E.,
mer
25
D,
K.S
"Big
A.G.;
3+4;
T.H.,
I'll
I’ll
0/22/93;
D.G.,
friends!!!
Jason
at
w/D.G.,
the
Pit
movies
P.D.,
P.M.,
P.M.,P.M.,J.H.,M.T.
B.M.,D.N.;
frist;
P.M.,
T.H.
Waypoint
Court
-4;
4;
-4,
J.P.
I
love
you
both!
"PY
IWF; I
think
of
you
and
miss
you,
Ken.
Thanks
and
ILY,
M + D.

Danita Gelnett
"Ditty"
S.T. 1-4; GT w/T.K. , S.P., D.L.
J.T., M.C., K.H., J.D., M.T., P.G.,
M.P.; K.H.- Pawi. R.I.I; Tami-
McD’s: "I’m NOT GOING IN!
S.P.- Jr. Prom; S.P., W.P., C.N.
Dunkin Donuts; M.P.- Pine
Grove; P.G.- party(S.C.- HA!);
S.S. + C.C.(Franks!); J.T. Joji!
Thanks,Peg + Al; (M.Y. + J.P.
I
love
you
both)! "PY
IWF; I
think
of
you
and
miss
you,
Ken.
Thanks
and
ILY,
M + D.

Liam Padraic Gillen
"Big L" “Boy Wonder”
25 Clarence Avenue (B)
Band 1-4; D.M. 4; F.L.C. 1-4;
Play 3-4; Chorus 3-4; Lions;
S.E.M.S.B.A.; D.M.A. ; Indy;
Jenny Rose -MB; per. 3/ w/
S.M;WINGA; Boston Parking w/
T.W., T.H. B. K., J.M.; gossiping
w/ A.G.; C.F. vs. G.U.; Driz ;
3
Stooges, T.W., W.H.; A.F.,
JT- B. Babe I’m smarter; May 97;
tooldies ADATF; Pep; movies;
Bryan Adams w/D.G., L.H.; Good
luck to all my friends!! Thanks,
M + D; ILY.

André Golden
"Chicken"
1433 Vernon Street (B)
Thanks, BR; Aerosmith w. S.S.,
S.H., G.O.; Aug. 26 - 28 NH trip;
meeting B.M. + L.S.; Stumps;
times w/ T.T.; work studies; 93
closet troubles; real friends; Red
Sox games w/ S.W., + D.H.; fun
w. M.J.;climbing back in; seeing
Kev go to college; Bobber start-
ing off; Thank you, M + D; Have
fun BR.

Michelle Gawie
74 Macy Street (R)
FTA 2-4; YB 4; GTw/ GF-H.M.,
S.K., H.F., S.S., N.P., P.C., J.M.,
M.M., G.T., B.S.; The Cape ’91;
C7N- July 4th; Batter up:
Allnighters; Weege; Seml ; C.M.-
Spider; C.B- Hippie; The ride w/
K.R. to RKY Pt. ; Stopped;
Thanks for being there for me,
Holly; Lounge drinks; Thanks,
Mom + Dad; GL Shawn.

Paul Gifford
"Gift"
45 Meadow Lane, Apt. 7(B)
Ski 1-4; BB 1; BSq rules;Hey
R.A., no one can hang w/ us;
Taco Bell w/C.F. + M.B.; Hey Jay
da Bulls threepeat; GN @ J.R.’s
house; CHFJ.M. + P.S.; E.S.’s
house; GF w/ J.M., B.Y.,
D.G.,J.B., M.P., P.M., J.H., M.T.
B.M., D.N.; Jr. Prom w/E.F.; Prom
King 93; Sr. Prom w/ T.C.; Hey,
Kerry, IWNFY, sis; P.M., DFTW;
ILY, Mom + Dad; I made it! Good
Luck, Jess; Later B-R; J.M. YMI.

James M. Giovanonii
"Giva"
1155 South Street (B)
Tennis 1-4, capt. 4; Golf 1-3; R.L.
#35; a dozen on weekends.
MBB/M; GT w/ A.M., T.R., T.C.
Pumpkins; Summer WC- D.B.
M.B., M.K., T.H., N.K., W.K.-BYF
@ Bumy’s; Kramer Hoops; Fry's
LeapSAC w/ T.R., T.C., C.H.; Sox
gms-WTB? Doubles w/D.B.; The
Hammer; 93; Volleyball; M.P., GAC;
GL Mike, Mark + B.A.; Thanks,
Mom + Dad for everything.

Richard Goldstein
70 Sherwood Lane (R)
WTR 2; WAC 1-4; FLC 2-3; Going
to Dave’s on Sat. Playing poker
with the boys; winning the pool,
HMUN - trudging through the
snow; Florida 91- the reptile!
Getting lost going to Taco Bell
G.T. + G.F. - G.A., M.M., M.S.,
T.C., T.R., P.K., and everyone
else. Thanks, Mom, Dad, and
Adam for putting up with me.
Christopher Green
"Greenie"
970 South Street (B)

Wade Harpoollitan
"Gus"
68 Shaw Road (B)

Karen F. Hartley
48 Concotta Drive (B)

Mark D. Haskell
"Hask"
40 Stephani Lane (B)

Colleen E. Haughey
"Coll"
51 Fiske Drive (B)

Erin Leigh Hennessey
"Henn"
311 Summer Street (B)

Shawn Herrick
53 Morris Avenue (B)

Katherine H. Hile
"Kat"
1473 Vernon Street (B)

- 12犆犛犈犪犋犉犉犇犬犱犺犊犭：犾犺犠: 3 day wknd + d day; A.G., J.O. ... lost $60; bkwds 40 mph; trips to Boston; Fenway tour; smld peanuts; s'mmith; wds pty, wndws closed; bboys w/ P.A. + J.O.-- P.A. find me on Vmon; miles bye Len; GT + GF thanks guys; choke me; friends; good luck; Thanks. M + D; good luck, AI.
Jennett Holmes
43 Leonard Street (R)
STR 1-4; Cheer 2-4; Ski 1-4; Rink w/ K.D., B.M., A.S., E.F., T.L., + CBs; FF-B.E.; GT w/ K.D.; CFS; Stealth: nites at S.M.'s: T.E.= SOS; P-BBE.F; "Never... Crazy!" A.M. X's; yoga; V-sign+ S.M.; Rope Sw w/ heroes; catnappers w/ C.S.; B.M.+ nuns in the sun; thksi Fishhead; P.G. - this 4 the Shoebox; IWNFM Mr. FP; YWABSH: Mark, YAMT Thank U. ILY Mom, Dad, Jen + Gram; Bye BR.

Katy Hopgood
"Hoppy"
576 Vernon Street (B)
F1 M2 3/27/93 6/11/93: "Ray-Nay;" Hill I'm Jenny; "I'm out w/ girls" Jr. Prom NTMAR; GT@ R8; D.G.-Lost in RI; T.S.-I want my leaf; GT+GF; J.M., R.P., J.R.; 2K.H., P.C. etc.; 4-20-91; Thanks to all for being there; Dad ILU+my mom, Thanks for everything! GL w/ ILU. C+D ILU+miss you; Mike UR OK; Good Luck P.J.; Steve Trust Mel I love you! C-Ya!

Kristian Hubbard
"Krissy"
21 Bridge Street (B)
BB 1-4; Ten 1-4; FH 1-4; YB; SADD; GT w/ GF; JR; Prom; S.M.: aft @ B.R. hse;Relgri w/ J.F.; NANTUC '91 w/ D.S. & J.F.; Sr. Trip?? K.M.-when in doubt, use the tape!! J.R.-Flowers from turtle! Thanks; Jr. Miss pract.; Pw w/ the girls; Rich-thanks for being there; Bev and George thank you for everything; GL Brad, Don, Darcy, ILYA.

Edward Hodgson
27 Hill Street (B)

Tara Hooley
"TA"
40 Twinbrook Drive (B)
Flag Squad 1-3; WAC 3; February Vacation '92; Arizona; JK; What's school?; BWT Mobile; SLAM!; Curfew?; Purple firebirds disaster! Doozitl; K.C.+C.W.+J.B. @McD's; I'll miss you guys; Blonde Ambition; Secret Chats w/ H.F.; Hows the bank-G.S.?; New Hampshire vacation; ILYF Tony!! 4/23/93; I'll miss everyone; GL Paul; Thanks, Mom + Dad!

Christopher J. Howe
"Howser"
15 Virginia Drive (B)
Hi. Thanks BR for GT w/ G.F.R.; J.P., B.W., J.O., R.C., D.N., O.B.; M.B., A.M., P.B., J.C., D.S., J.K., N.W., S.O., M.C., peace! Thanks Herbie; Whoa! Boston + Lynn w/ J.R. + J.P.; WZUP; KISS; ZOU; Morning Team; H.P. + S.D. concerts; sorry about your foot, D.N.; elbow bash w/ S.O. + M.C.; I love you, M.L.; Thanks, Mom + Dad; parties at Randy's; Good Luck, everyone! Bye BR, hello college.
Kerry C. Hutchinson  
"Hutchie"  
51 Jennings Drive (R)  
Soc. 1-4, capt.;Ten. 1-4; BB 1-4;  
Ski 1-4; GT w/ B.F.K.L., K.O., J.T.;  
Cruise; Late night drives w/ L.T.; The Gang: "Beast"; B.R.  
TYFE; Billy Joel w/ SLS; Fl w/ K.O. + K.L.; Free coach; Jr. prom  
at River, R.P., T.F.P.W.M.I.L.Y.; K.O.  
+ B.E.; "caught again!" GT @ K.O.; WWoods w/ D.S. + K.S.;  
MSPQA w/ K.L.; FO PG's; Mom + Dad, your baby made it;  
Thanks, Mare + Cath - ILYA.

Kevin Hylander  
"Hilo"  
85 Appletree Circle (B)  
Soc. 1-4; Ten. 1-3; Ski 1-4;  
GT+GFw/ D.S., D.B., B.M., B.A.,  
B.J., G.M., B.R.; Hilo's Bash;  
"HCY, Stale the test!" Summer of 93; WIRS; Otrefec w/ J.M.  
"Chooch"; BK on the highway; The Fwads, R.R.-33; Week w/  
R.S.+B.J.; "Greg, 6yrs. Left; "Welcome to the next level"; TRACKS;  
Hey, B.J." What are we doin tonight?" ILY, Mom+Dad, Gregand  
Bry-Thanks

Todd Jennings  
585 Locust Street (R)  
Football 1-3; FT w/ D.M., M.K.,  
S.G., C.V., S.R., M.H., T.D.,  
J.M., J.H.; Fr. K.G.; Sessions in  
the Blue Room; Lost in the woods  
w/ Greeney + 2M; Lawn jobs w/  
F.B., B.F., L.N; Hangin' out w/ The  
Bums; TOGH; Greek 5yr. plan?;  
C.V. I didn't do a 360; PB; Many  
nights at 585; Love ya, Jessica;  
Thanks, Ma, couldn't have done  
it w/out ya!

Jeff Johnson  
70 Austin Street (B)  
Math + Manners- Mr. Porter.  
NETS+ our 93-CT-stitches.  
How you been doin'? RC Cola guys?  
Canada- cows, T.F., + B.S.,  
speak English? 7/26/93 -shoulder-  
ow. No sleep til Brockton  
Surgery; GF, Wendy, K.M.R.1,  
J.S., R.M., C.S., J.A., M.K., K.M.,  
J.C., K+B.C., B.R., S.D., J.C.,  
J.H., S+AK., D.P., Moxie Man,  
N.B., C.H., B.C., Thanks, M+D,  
+ Tim.

Jason Jolicoeur  
"Joli"  
80 Pine Ridge Drive (B)  
Football 1-4; Studebakers; Sat- 
saturday nights w/ C.S. + M.C.;  
'91 Superbowl bash; C.H. + the trash  
barrel; Football after school; Star  
w/o R., T.D., C.H. +D.S.; Epping  
w/ S.C. - Do you know how to  
roll?; Surprise 18th- thanks  
H.F.+A.B.; Thanks, Frow 4 Anne;  
The truck is almost done; Pizza  
at Moe's; Thanks, Mom, Dad,  
Chris, + Anne.

Robert J. Jones  
"Jonesy"  
207 Walnut Street (B)  
Hock 1-4; GT+GF; N.S., T.L.,  
A.G., S.H., H.F., K.W., M.T.,  
P.A., A.M., J.O., H.M., P.C.,  
P.T.; Trip to Montreal '93; Mex- 
ico '93; Bruins 94' cup; Fam  
Neeley #1 R.W. in NHL; Cheap  
Date-H.F.; Thanks, Mom+Dad,  
C-ya B-R.

Peter Karns  
"Karnsey"  
390 South Main Street(R)  
Golf; 1-4 Ski Club; 1-4 Playing Poker  
w/ The Boys G.A., M.M., R.G. per.  
2 Donuts B.K., M.M., W.H.; D.S.  
sleeping in the truck; Junior Prom  
party at J.K.'s house; K.D.+ J.H.  
Skiing at Pats Peak; Frisbee Foot- 
ball at M.M.'s house M.M., G.A.,  
G.Z., M.S., R.G.; Pool + Skiat P.D.;  
The Team- M.F., J.P., P.D., R.R.,  
T.R., B.J., C.O. ; Good Luck Ja- 
son+Laura; Thanks for Everything  
M+D.

Brian Keane  
411 Water Street (B)  
TN 1-3; Draft 1-4; WAC 1,3,4;  
HMC 3,4; Jello Party; The Potato  
Farm; BFT w/ P.K., M.M., W.H.,  
J.P.; + U2, Duran2 w/ the gang;  
J+W-Balt, HJ, Boston; Gruntled;  
The Merth; GT w/ GF; T.H., T.W.,  
K.F., A.G., M.C., C.C.; Rochies;  
May '97; PMNC Whisbell Hall;  
T.H. & the Sunroof; Love ya, Mom  
& Dad; GL, Court & Pat, More  
power to ya!
Erica S. Keaney
"Essence, Ed"
175 King Street (R)
SB 1:3; FL C2:4; GF: A.D. E.H.;
C.H., E.P. - 8/80 Fl.; H.N. @ C.C.; 5/21/93 Shooters- F.W.; 7/28 DD w/RZ; CANADA 92; Dave
M: 6/24 RYPT; CH 5-J.W. + H.C.; 92.3 WPRO 90210 updates-Es-
sence-Thanks, T.J.; M.C.; Gio.;
K.-H.: YWAMBMF; Bo- Lisp; Col-
beeper; H.F. - HTHB; Henny! I miss
you Mom+Don; Thanks,
Dad+Mary; FM waves- same
time- station cya!

Suzanne J. Kelliber
"Suz"
300 Oak Street (B)
Poms-3; FL S-1:2; FTA-4; SADD-
3:4; Prom Com. 3:4; YB-4; Cap-
achonne-1:3; GT w/Benneton,
J.M., G.M., K.M., H.F., B.S., H.M.,
P.C., M.H., A.P., M.G., GT-1;
W.N.: 1+6 Lng; crowd; Semi'91-It
leaks!! Manomet-7/3-90/94;
FL + VA w/P.C.; S.S.-Brdwn Ln
from Manomet! BFA; Cape 93;
B.K. all 3 K.B.'s phys; K.M.-Y R
U Laughin?; Cuz-IOU; B.S.-
TFGT-IRYA; GL-Blue + Red;
Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Susan K. Kimball
905 Vernon Street (B)
F1:4- W1:4- STR 1-4- Ski 1-
4: PCC 90-91: MT 2:4- RRR 89/93
w/N.D., M.N., A.W.; 50 yd. Ln.- T
Day; Boston- Ben Franklin+ car
alarm; Candyman- 12/31/92;
CWR. BB+ Plus! K.M.: Skate
throw; TR 825; E.A. - 12 yrs; HRC
Salem: Dancing; RSD- Guilford-
Fudge. M.G.-Figgy + C.S.- 409;
M.R., C.C., A.F., F.Z.; M.M.,
P.L., G.P., R.R-All; ILY- Mom,
Dad, Steve, Scott.

Joel Krikorian
57 Alden Square (B)
NHS 3:4; Band 1,2,3,4; J.R.-
Elvis is dead; M.S.- Where are
the charts and graphs? I don't "C"
them. Get away from here! E.A.
reader, you'll never trip me! Get
your own gum! R.S.- Where is
Main Street U.S.A.? Good Ri-
dance; B.F.-What? T.S.- I want
a ride! Nice car! A zero?!
COWBJ

Tamsin Keith
"Shane"
1012 Pleasant Street (B)
W1:1; STR 1:2; Poms 2:3; GTs w/
H.B., D.G., D.B. P.M.,
M.R.S.-APPLE; Bottoms-"Did you
hear that?" Sorry by A.H.; B.R.
"Camaro Bang!" H.A. "Are
we in China Town?" D.B. "Nice
Tube"; "Et Tu, Brute" Bottoms
Boots; "Rmb WM, TM, BM, KM;
Can you drive? Cheri I'm always
around for you; Brid I love you
AAFPS I promise; MLF+ BND;
Mom and Dad, Thanks, I love
you!

Suzanne J. Kelliber
"Suz"
492 Vernon Street (B)
FB 1; Soc 2:3; BB 1-4; STR 1:2;
The Superstar. I want it all!!
"Gimme some sugar baby" I still
haven't found what I am looking
for; GWAR; Irish pride; Quiet
man; respect; Sports freak; NHS;
not; thanks, Mrs. P. Good luck to
Becky: O.S.M., C.R., G.O.; M.M.,
E.L., T.M. + The rest of you all;
Thanks, M+D. This is It! Fare-
well, B-R!

Brian Kelly
"McHale, Kell"
310 South Street (B)
Ski 1-4; FB 1-2; GT w/GF; N.W,
F.D., D.S., D.R., P.K., C.H., JOB
2-4; BMW; Mustang, Honda; JJ's
bash; blizz. '93; Boston; Jr. prom;
Party at my house!! 25 cents;
Pat is dead; GT w/L.P.; Newport
w/ H.C.; 3 on 3 R.I. w/ N.W. +
D.R.; WAAM; fun at T+R; MG.D;
forever; F.D. hits a wall; Tasty,
chewy panda bear; Jumped;
Thanks, Mom, Dad + Aly; GLNY
A.K., D.R., B.W.

Joanne M. Kulibaba
57 Mt. Prospect Street (B)
WAC 1-3; STG CRW 1-4; PCC
90+911; Once class; Art 116; Pd.4
Lounge; Feb Vac 92'; Lost in Rl;
The Egg; Kathy Cir.; Up close n
personal, babe; Boston; H.F. It's
in neutral; Rem-Dog Food,
G.S.AKA. The Bank. Muppets;
T.H.-What's school?; GT+GF-U
know who U R, Thanks; guys; 2-
21-92; ILU, Bren, "Say the word
baby, I'll stay forever"
Marika Kyranos
3 Orchard Avenue (R)
WTr 3.4; STR 3.4; PL 2-4; Bufja, 15 yrs.; Unc. Fred lives on R.P.; The Cape-Whoal; Shamu + Dino; Rebels; N.S.T.H.; This or That? Bothi; BFA; Fredejaca-Ay Ay Ay; F.Z. Flia.; A blue tutu?; My, My My; C.S., pessimists; Riverside; turn around; Blk. cow; per. 2 w/ K.L.; Where to? per.4 w/ P.+ N.; F.N. + Elmo LYB; L.L.; standard; P-3 forever! L.V. '93; GT w/GF; J.A., F.Z., C.S., K.M., L.L., M.P., L.D., + e1e; Luv you, Mom, Dad, + John.

Kimberly Beth Lane
12 Notingham Drive (R)
Soc. 1-4; Cheer 2-4; BB 1; SB 1,2; GT w/GF- U no who UR ; SLB - ILUVU IWNFY; TripAdvisor + Danny; Deebs- Remain stable BB DR Spies; Hutch- YDTB? TU; K.O.- Mad Max; MFM, TU- MU; T.F.- EWINFY- FTMB; Eric-TFE IWABYL PLY; Cruise '92; 90210 @ J.B.; BJ#1; GL D.C.-U Owe Me! TU- Hutchinsons + O'Days FE; Thanks, Mom + Dad I Love You; GL, Keith- LY- IMY- Kristen

Eric M. Langone
"Goon"
95 Legge Street (B)
Soc 1-4, Capt.; GTw/GF-M.H, D.M., 40, V.L., C.C., M.P., J.P., A.S., D.N., S.M.; G.D.-$500 bottle;Perfect M; RIP Rusty; Tampies, Wall; GTwJac; LL Poloza; All Nighters; PWS W/ BS Heroes; BB game w/LSL; Durfee; Basement, Line, J.T. & K.O. Cape; B.K. ban; mailbox; M.H. best f; SLB is cool; KLYAMBFIWALY; Thank Mom & Dad, I Love you; G. Luck, Lisa.

Alyce Leach
684 South Street (B)
FLC 2.3, SADD 3; Horseback riding: Summer '93; Prom Committee Jr. Year; Great times w/ E.H., C.F., A.D, C.H., K.M., F.O., H.C., E.K., water ban signs w/C.F., A.P. and A.D.; Newport Beach Jr. Year; Taco Bell; Penn.Football team: Jr. Prom-Mike: C.F. I'm on fire; Me with cigars; Thanks, Mom and Dad for everything; Good Luck, Taylor; Thanks Eric.

Nancy Leal
"Nanc"
36 Brewster Drive (B)
Spanish 1, 2, 3; Brazil; GTw/GF; 6-11-93; K.H.; My turn to bring the chips; Thank you for the stick. K.W.; Just friends. P.C.; "do U C red?"; N.L. 4gyl39g; C.D. "Why are you running?"; "The fence"; What's that smell?: "Gun-shot!" I can see! Flying water. G.L. D.C. bye BR.; T.T. G. Love you Mom + Dad+S.A. + B.F.+ G.B.

Tim Leavitt
"Leavitt Head"
Driftwood Avenue (B)
CCW by the tracks GTw/ S.C., J.D., J.B., S.C, C.F., M.L., B.W., M.B.; Summer '92 SCJD, At the Irish Pitch Had too much at the camp site! Sorry for Flippin the Jeep Jobul/151 at Greeny house help me homie! skiing w/ J.D., S.C., M.L., R.A., P.G., New years eve at J.B.'s; Good Luck Steve + Chris. I LOVE YOU, JEN.

Karen Lech
"Coney"
113 Maple Avenue (B)

Ronald Lembo
605 Conant Street (B)
Timothy Lenahan
"LEN"
45 Nelson Drive (B)
NS, BJ, PA, SS, JO, DM, KR, JR,
GT+GF Per. 6 Junior Lounge,
Lenny "Can I pet the rabbits
George?"; Juiceman; flat-tire,
what cute?; Bus ride home from
Red Sox; Matt washes The car!
sleep overs, cards; friends
@Trucchi's; Celtics, Captain
Reggie Lewis; NHL '93 SEGA;
Nates's crashes. It's been fun!

James Leurini
412 Laurel Street (B)

Jessica Libby
150 Curve Street (B)
STR 1-4; FLC 1-3; WAC 3; GTW/
M.S., J.S., R.R, C.W., K.B., L.M.,
P.M., K.K., J.R., P.T.: The wall;
M.S.-window; Pcede w/R.R., J.S.,
M.S.; Benjamins w/R.R., M.S.,
J.S., K.B., J.S. 2/14; Prom '93
New years '92; N.H.W. R.R.,
M.S., J.S.; Ray R-I'll miss you!
11-22-91; Good Luck, Daniel,
Leandra, Martin; I love you,
Mom+Dad; ILY, R.R.

Robby Lombardi
"Rob"
10 Tommi Ann Terrace (B)
BB w/Gift; C.G.- I'm a little out of
your league; MCSS; 120 on 24;
Prom w/Kim; GTW/Dud + WH;
Northend w/Len; K.W.- Party w/
TT Cynaps; GT w/Todd at R.S.+ Fishing; BBw/ no shirts; The
campfire; GNSTTGT; Good Luck
to Jamie in HS/NI; Thanks, Mom,
Dad+God; Good Luck, Liz+Paige;
PTBI; MRMC; MP+TJ's w/J.D.; What's up, Pete,
A.D., J.D.?
Carren Mackiewicz
"Mack"
727 Hill Street (R)

Lee Ann MacKinnon
"Lee"
273 South Street (B)
GF: R.D., C.R., J.M., J.K.; Thanks to R.D.-I made it through the ’93 summer.; Car accident w/ R.D., J.M., C.R. In September of “1993”, Having fun in 4th period w/ R.D., K.C.; GT w/ C.R. through the years; GL to A.L., E.D., K.M. in high school; Thanks for everything you have done for me Mom, Dad, Paul, Joshua, and Charlie; C-ya BRHHS!

Michelle Macolini
“Mac” “Macca"
100 Paddock Road (R)
CC 2-4, Capt. 3, 4; Str. 1, B2, 3.Capt. 4; WTr. 1-4, Capt. 4; NHS; A ladder?; Fl w/ Fredy; J.M., T.C., K.S.-Can I see your thing?; Goofy watch; It’s all fun and games; Jr prom w/ T.C.; GT w/ C.S., J.L., E.P., J.C., P.L., G.A., M.R., F.Z.; J.C.- lunch?; Band-aid; Boise; TY Matt for all your help; Jeep w/ M.S., C.S., horn; Jk3, GL Nick + Fia, Thank you, Mom + Dad- ILY; Thanks, Matt!

Holly M. Maher
62 Ramblewood Drive (R)
FTA 2-4; GT w/ GF- M.G., C.M., J.M., S.K., B.S., H.F., N.P., G.T., S.S., P.C.-WNPYG-ILYA; GT w/ OF-A.C., R.M., W.R., T.C., L.F., C.B.-WARTGT; Green Frogs- C.M.-FUA; ClayWomen-A.C.; The Cape’91-M.G.-/74; C7N; Sum’92-B.L.’s house; Allnighters-Up Till Dawn-Safety Pins; Weege; S.S., S.K., C.M.-7min.in heaven; HH-Halloween; JR.Lounge; GYOL-RPatti; TFAYDFM- Mom + Dad-ILY; K-MBF-T; GL-J+G

Darren Mackiewicz
727 Hill Street (R)
Well Digger-fix your truck; Ice Fishing-crunch!; Chatham fishing w/J.R.; Surprise J.M.; Buy from an American-D.C.; Fenway w/C.B., J.C., M.M.; Great promw/ C.B.; Pete’s driving a box; Smokey-quilt; Goose pond w/ S.H.+J.R.-I got one!; Rogers!; To my good friends-Thanks for the good times-Good Luck!; Thanks, Mom+Dad

Matthew M. Macolini
“Matt"
100 Paddock Road (R)
WAC 2-4; PG 2-4; FLC 1-3; SC3; SO+4; RS/YB 2-4; Musical 3+4; To Boise and Back; Poker w/the boys; R.G.+G.A. you’re going to Dave’s again?; G.A.+The BTC; Look we got a TVI; T.R., T.C., G.A- Latin Class w/ C.S.; Hey M.H.- It’s diatomic! 2nd period w/W.H., B.K., P.K., J.P.; Jr. Prom w/ W.E.; M.S., D.S., M.T., J.J., G.A., R.G., P.K., T.R., T.C.; GL Shell, Ns+M; Mom+Dad, TFE IWALY.

Brendan Maguire
“MaGoo”
98 Jennings Drive (R)
FB 1; Team-Wizard; New Years Eve “I drank what?”; THNE; Summer ’93; BLD; GAOM MB; Aron- das 12; Lionel Worm’s Place; E.S., J.M., M.T., B.Y., R.L., M.O., S.O., T.A., R.C., S.S.; Dazed and Confused; Red house; Potion; Smart-Mart; Mallard; Florida-In my mind I’m already there.; Headstomp, IYF; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Sean. ;

Raymond Manning
80 Aspen Drive (B)
Scott McDonald
65 Redwing Drive (B)

Kelly McGillis
53 Village Gate Drive (B)
CB, MB-1-3; Musicals 1-3/Freshwoman; Should’ve grad. last yr. S.V.; Cheap Date R.J.; Mystery Rides w/S.K.; H.F. - won’t Breakfast Club-J.M., S.K., H.F., M.G., R.J., M.M.; Brian F.-You’re a great Friend; Hole in the gas tank; SWEETS; T.W., S.K.-What are ya laughin’ at? J.R. Prom; BOB! POOL; GT+GF-You know who U R-LYABFI! Thanks, Mom + Dad.

Kate McGoodwin
“Katie Lady”
101 Village Gate Drive (B)
FH1-4 Tenn 1-2 SADD 2-4 YB 4, GTw/GF: K.H.; When All Else Falls Put In The Tape; Talks W/K.M., TY; 3k’s; KK(12/3) K.M., A.R., L.D., “The Gang” I Miss U All; Jr. Prom @ B.R. House; 4th par. @ D.B.; 4k’s @ Art; Cape @ K.O.H.; “Yes, Keri” Daytona ‘90; Vert. ‘93; Summer ‘93; My House; Newport; “Get caught, Us” Mike NFTM; TY Mom+Dad; GL Laura + Bev; Thanks for Everything, Mr. Scarano. BYE, B.R.

Cheri McGowen
King Philip Street (R)
8/92 Dyer Is Sorry J.M.; Br-idgejumpers; Good friends we’ve had, good friends we’ve lost; Tom?; Donna-It’s DANGEROUS DII; Boston raining; Sarah; Johnny-Thanks; I Luv you, Amy+Chris+Fmly; Shawn! I may have forgotten the name and address of everyone I’ve ever known-it’s nothing I regret!

Jamie McKenna
“Jay”
268 High Street (B)
FB 1-4 Capt.4; Jay’s out the window; GT @ B’s w/ Eric+Bob Ross; “The Pastrami King”; Scottie’s soph yr.; “My mom’s coming home”; The Datsun; Breaking in w/C.Y.; GL: 89, 72, 73, 20, 54; 1-Nighers E.L.’s pool; Jr. Prom; “Evil”; Surfing dirty pillow; GT w/GF: B.R., D.C., M.H., D.B., S.M., M.T., R.E., C.Y.; Thanks, Mom, Nana, Gramp ILYAT; GL Ben!

Melissa McKenna
“MC”
15 Dove Lane (B)

Andrew McLeann
“Drew”
1510 South Street (B)
WTR 3-4; STR 4; Ten 1-2; WAC 4; Ski 1-4; #14, #35 MBBM; GT w/J.G., M.S., J.R., J.P., J.O., T.C., T.R., C.O., G.M., D.B.; Pumpkins +Dozens; BPL X’s 2; Nutter; FAB; BJCMWS; WAM; DASL w/M.S. + J.G.; J.P.+The Golden Arm; TTF w/C+M; Ted Williams of MB; $120 on 24 in the beast; MBJWP; FWwi; G.M.+J; SHHHI QFP; Thankyou, Mom + Dad; Good Luck in HS Sarah; B.O.T.

Justin McLeod
“Gaston”
20 Copperfield Drive (B)
Band 1,2,3,4; RS 3; YB 4; The Tando; Bulwinkle; Trash; Cave of Wonders; Precious; Shaggy; Laura-playground; Earthquakes; Worse dancer; Guggley eyes; Battle of the sexes; Smile! Kelly’s lunch; friends for dinner; Mold veal; Pizza face; Mr. Clean; Stabbed in the back; Ditz! R.R wait for me; E.A. brake the car; Luv ya, Wernie!
Catherine A. McMullen  
"Katie"  
33 Jackson Drive (R)  
Cheer 1-4 Capt.; SB 1; STR 2; Ski 2; GTw/GF: K.O., D.B., J.T., K.L., K.H., L.T., K.M., J.M., L.N.; Morast-Stonehill; The couch; Apr: Vac.w/L.T.+D.B.; GT@K.O.; Talk w/k.m.: Jr.Prom w/Dan; 2 per. DJ+2 words w/J.T.: K.O. @ Cumbys-almost; S.W.w/ DEBS; Snowboard @ Hutchies; SLB Camp ’92; Doughnuts @ EW w/K.L.+K.O.; Pumpkins w/K.O.; SLS; Adam-YMTWTMLYVM; GL Meem; Thanks.

Todd Mead  
"Meat Loper"  
630 King Street (R)  
79’ Malibu Eng; #4 Trans; #3 Doug’s cellar; “Harks mere”; Moderation; Comm Ave. Party; Campus; Oh Jeeze; Go! Go! Go! (Jerrys Mailbox); “Zatire spinning”; Truck Ouch! “Yeah dude get the fire extinguisher!” Change of plans; BK Drive up + a spitball; Maiden; ’91 Malevolence; APB on Mark’s Car; E means Enuff; Bye.

Sarah J. Michael  
"Sa" “Rerh”  
110 Astead Road (B)  
STr 1-4; WTr 1-4; CC 3+4; YB 4; Drama 1-4; Guys + Dolls+Over nights @ D.R.’s w/E.H.; Post office w/D.R.+C.H.; Look out; 4am donuts; Papa crew; I can’t find the stairs; Camping w/L.A., L.M., K.K.; Don’t tell mom; KMA hiding from PEP; B.M.: S.S. M.D.’s; “If we couldn’t laugh we would all go insane!”

Lisa S. Mickis  
"Miki"  
78 High Street (B)  
Soc.1; STR. 2; PL 2; GT +GF-M.S., J.L., S.S.(rem. M.D.?); K.B., T.D., C.W., M.P.; PT in Mr. P’s; GT w/D.S. ’91; Maria lies; Hal, Duxbeach 5/20/92! Thanks, Gris 4 Use of lot! M. Vineyard w/ Cocoa; Jr. Prom w/S Cape; Summer ’93-’94: Y not rich?; China G., V.Halen, Vermont w/ SCrus2B’ Mas; GL+D+T; Thanks, Mom + Nana+ Grandpa; I Luv U Billy-URP’s; Shane-URTFB; I have ever had- I’ll always love you!
Bradley A. Mitchell
“Mitch” “Blossom”
21 Bridge Street (B)
Baseball 1-4; BB 1-2; GTw/GF; G.M., S.M., D.B., D.S., K.H., J.M., B.R., M.H.; Jr. Prom w/K.H.; Krewha Jungle Pirates; Tailgating @ MC; Kev’s 93; Tripod; The Conch; So.Yr.w/Doughboy; Scotty, I’m up to here; BL Classic 2; invited to Randy’s ’93-Notl; Look, it’s Mitchy, the kid; LY Mom+Dad-TY Bev, Darc, Kris, Don, ILY!

Douglas J. Mitchele
“Doug”
36 Nottingham Drive (R)
FB 1; BB 1,2; WrTr 2; GTw/GF; E.L., M.H., J.P., M.P., A.S., V.L., M.F., N.W., D.C., R.E., M.T.; SLS+SLB; EWP-FIU; Eric’s house; B-Ball games; 10/3176@Vins; After prom @ Jen’s; Kerry’s house; $500 bottle-Thanks, Eric!; Rusty-Rest in Peace; M.P.-WTB; SLS+SLB; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Jason, +Muffin!; I Love you!

Marc E. Montague
“Monty”
404 Hill Street (R)
Soc.3+4; Mace and McDonalds; Accident on the way to the Salisbury show; Harcs mere; The Spotlight Dancer w/ Paul+Reed; Mr. Phips+have one more; House by the colleges; Secret AD.C.Rego; Go-Go-Go; GT+GF- E.L., T.C., P.T., R.C., T.M., J.B.; Thanks, PA+MA; Love, you Eric!

Jared Monti
408 Center Street (R)

Peter Moran
“Morany”
38 Oak Ridge Lane (B)
FB 1-3,4; WT 1-4; Capt.; Spano, slow down Mario; Gomesy, thanks for the cuts; Irish music; rules; Sully BF’s for 19; GT+GF, UMDw the crew; W.P., w/ P.S.; The McD’s Posse-C-Y., D.C., S.O. ; Welcome home Party @ Sings; Fight Night® B.D.’s; Chase w/ M.M.; VTech; T.C. Nat.Champ; R.E., H.W. hacker; SMB w/C.F., C.H.; Hammock; LET’S GET ROWDY!!; GL, A.S., S.M.; ILY, Mom+Dad.

Kerry J. Morast
65 Fox Hill Drive (B)
Cheering 1-4; Capt. 4; FH 1; YB 4; Treas. 1; GTw/GF-K.M., A.D.; A.L., K.O., C.F., E.K., H.C., D.B.; B.E.; McMullen-Stonehill?; GYWM; FNWM; Michael-IWALY!; 1/23/92; 6/28?; Florida 93+94; SWM®SR; Games w/ Amy D.; LINPW/ Alice L.; Jn.+Sr Proms; SPw/K.O.+B.D.; Thanks, Mom+Dad, John, Kristen; Good Luck, Karla+Kimberly.

Debbie Moreira
“Deb”
40 Williams Avenue (R)
Seniors at last; FTA 1; 4 great years in BR; Y.M. 63 car; GT together; P.C.-Hot air balloon 6-23-93; Chicken flew across the table. What’s happening?; B.M.-Hey waiter; GT Detcs; GF C.L.; BF forever; Thanks, Mrs. B for all your help; Thanks, Mom+Dad Love you; GL, Sis, stay out of trouble; GL, C.M.+S.R.; See ya, B-RI GI, Class of ’94.

Michelle E. Moriello
25 Dove Lane (B)
WTS Track 1-3; YB 4; FTA 4; GT w/GF-J.M., H.F., G.T., J.P., R.R., B.S., M.M., K.M., A.S.; JR Prom-Oh What a Night!; DV + Mighty Weege @ Julies; VA’92; Summer of 93; Holy Cross?; Weege said! B.S. B-Day Party; Kelly-Pool?; Friday Nites @ J.M.’s; 1+2 Camping Trips, S.P., TOD; GL Gianna-Have Fun; Thanks, Mom + Dad for your love and support! Bye, B-R IWNFY!
Jennifer M. Mortarelli
“Jenn” “Jenny”
920 Summer Street (B)
FLC 1-2; SC 1-2; Gymn. 2; YB 4; GTw/GF - N.D., L.D., K.H., R.F., J.R., S.H., T.S., M.W., L.M.-Guz; 3/27/93 - K.H. Maine; S.H.- 8-30/93; Fly. Trap: Todd-U R Hugel; Up top w/gang; R.P.-Nicer; Jr. prom - MTKI; Butch + Gus; Per. ofl: Bahama - skip; Florida w/Dubee’s; GTw/ Brad 9/18/93: To my Fam. 74, esp. Mom, Dad +Andy ILY Thanks to Sylv. Woodward+ Ms. Smith; GL to A.W., N.W.: Nikki- T4ABT

Maureen L. Mullaney
“Mo”
28 Willis Road (B)
ArtClass1.2,3,4; H.B., S.P., D.R.- GNR Concert: 3/17/93 Made it the next day; Harry Dogs; Driving down the road - out of nowhere- SHARK!! S.M.-Smile-lemonade; The puppets gone corrupt; Good Luck, Tina and Dave!: J.M., K.M.,Thanks for saving my sanity; GTw/GF-Thanks you; I love you Rickill; Thank you, Mom+Dad.

Dawn Napolitano
246 Ramblewood Drive (R)

David Noyes
“Noyesa” “Noyeslie”
85 Ashhead Road (B)

Jennifer Elia Moyer
“Jen”
235 Park Avenue (B)
Band 1-4; Chorus 2-3; PL 2-4; Daalen; M.C.-Phone calls; M.B.-you don’t; GTw/M.C., M.M., M.B., S.M., J.D., R.E., R.C., E.J., M.H.; BDA-Florida; KKMBWAA; D.M.+R.R.; Good Luck hiding from dep; M.C. Greek Gods -She lost him; J.D.-Don’t kill anyone; R.G.-Driving mind games! H.B. are good but TD are better; PSYCHO; M.M. Moods; Double Stuff; GL; Jeff, ILY Gram- Pop-Pop; Thanks, Mom + Dad, ILY.

Michelle Murray
479 East Street (B)
GT w/ V.B., C.B., D.L., D.W.; Hah?; Sab; Mike- I’ll Drive?; GL V.B.+R.M.; The bird; IMY Hot Sams; MS-I; Halloween ‘92; Presidents @ J.C.: All the fun w/ H.H.; Good Luck Stoughton Crew; Dana GBTS; Good Luck, Ashley, + Christine!: I love you Mike; Mom,Dad,Michael, I did it! Thanks, I Love you

Lauren Nivica
“Skeeter”
299 Pleasant Street (B)

Heather Nunes
“Nunsey”
35 Laurel Lane (R)
E.K. @ CC: Rze DD; Shooters; C.S.-Cheka, Gup, H, party, P. flock, rice, Brad?, Boy 1, Girl 2; Diz- you taught me how to love. 11/12/91, 8/8/92; E.P.- cv club. Bust, VODOO, accident; T + P. C.L.-nan ‘92; E.F., E.N.-Thanks for the intro; LY, T.L.- could’ve been; ST-0 fail; J.A. T.J., J.G. M.E.- IMY; Mom + Dad- ILY; TT2- GL: “And to a world sick with racism, get well soon"
Christopher O'Brien
“OBs”
125 Ashtead Road (B)
Golf 1-4; Tennis 1-2; BB 1; B.O.
Post-time 8:00; NO clue in this
class; brought to you by Jim’s
Antenna Service; Life at the Cape
-Jim’s Cologne: I know my way
home from here; Jimmy Cap
-fult; Kramer - check your tires;
Thanks, Mom + Dad; Good luck,
Shannon.

Kerry Ann O’Day
67 Nottingham Drive (R)
Cheer 1-4; Capt. 3-4; FH 1; SB
12; SC 3-4; GT w/ GF-You know
who U/R SLS/SBL-GL- IWNFY
ILY! 90210 w/ JTs; Cruise ’92;
Fla-Thanks, Hutch ; Cumby’s/
almost; Deeds -fall; Pumpkins
w/ K.M.; LT-someday; BJ #1; KH
& BE caught/ tent; D.C. - YAS w/
me; IMY-K.L.; K.L- Summer ’91,
MFM-Max-TFE-FTTM; thanks,
Lanes; Thank You, Mom, Dad,
Katie; Good luck, John & Maura
(MLP), I love you!

Jay O’Neill
10 Partridge Trail (B)
Hock. 1-4; Soc. 1-4; GTw/MM.,
R.M., S.B., D.M., S.G., T.H., J.M.,
JR.Prom; Cape, 8 days; S.R.,
J.C.Hurffest’93; T.H.D.M., M.M.,
The bums; Mad Sessions under
the Bridge; I Love you always,
DeAndrade 12/25/93; K.P.’s
horse; Anchor; Dazed and Confused
1-4; Thanks, Mom, Dad,
Jen; C-ya later, B-R!

Marc Olividesa
35 Hemlock Avenue (R)
GT w/ S.S., T.A., J.M., R.L.,
S.L.; Friends to the end with all
my buds, ski 1,2; The Cougar;
tag team champs w/ S.S. 
& driving like lightning w/T.A.;
Best buds w/ T.A.”slow down you’re
gonna get a ticket”; Great memos
ries w/ my bro’s; friends & mine
1-4. Thanks, Mom & Dad for all
the help. Later- the kid.

Steve Oliveira
“Ollie”
496 Pine Street (B)
WTUPI to the breakfast club
T.C., S.F., M.D., D.T., M.C., T.R.,
J.P., J.S., T.H., J.C.- maybe next
time a little closer! Good Luck in
the future + may all your break-
fasts be as good as ours were;
To the people who played foot-
ball with me- sorry for rocking
you; To monkey- Thanks for the
laughs; Best Wishes to the Class
of ’94.

Sean Olsen
101 Mark Drive (R)
HOCK 1-2 Summer-School
2802x CAR CRASH, 2 Coming
in late Again 2 Year. M.N.I.T.M.
A.S. Concert, ICE HOCKEY,
Sept. 4, Good Luck in School
Ryan, Good Luck in the future
Colby, I LOVE YOU NICKI,
Thanks for everything.

Jonathan R. Oman
10 Brent Avenue (B)
G 2,3; FB 1; T 1,2; To the crew
A.M., O.B., J.P., C.H., T.C., J.R.,
J.G., M.P.; J.P. always absolute;
Costa & the beast; Killer dog at
D.O.; Herby, party at Randy’s;
A.M. use emerg. brk; Cypress
Hill-DN How’s your foot? Hey,
my dad’s office; pumpkins; pop
tops; Hoops; J.B. + B-Ball crew;
Thanks, Mom & Dad. Good luck
Jeff + Amy; Later ’94.
Gerald Ouellette

"Jerry"
1286 Vernon Street (B)
It's over! Where did it go! Three day weekend; Black Sunday; Aerosmith; S.K. will never know; 2 1/2 window/right S.M.; New car? Party car; S/D it works; S.P. today T.L. Bye; whose tomorrow? GT+GF- U know who you are/M.J. + Mead, Stump; Horse-neck Trecker; Shaw's not much longer! Thanks. M+D + Lori; Reggie 35; Thanks, B-R- See Ya!

Jeffrey D. Palopoli

"Jeffa"
245 Grange Park (B)
Golf 1-4, Capt. 3.4; Track 2-4; Ski Club 1-4; Best Buds Marky + Shev, ILYG; GT+GF-L.B., M.P.; R.S., Butts, B.L., Essence, T.R., D.C.; Keys?; Get away! Is Marc in? My house after the Durfee game; Closet Study sessions; Campouts; Falmouth w/ M.D.; Lifting w/D; Sign hawking w/the guys; Thanks, Mom + Dad +Pat; Good Luck, class of '95

Candice Perez

"Candy"
658 Broadway (R)
GT+ GF-W.R., B.M., T.B., D.L., D.N., D.M., J.O., S.N., T., K.P., J.E., G.C., Ray The tracks! Isabella Chachacha; Bernie; Aerosmith concert; Summer of 93; BUFT! Mallard; CR Cement blocks; Wendy, let me drive! Rooster; R.M., E.T. crew; Dann, I love you always; Thanks, Dad+Christine, love you, Britt; Good Luck, Bec; Mom, I miss you!

Justin P. Perry

"Perry"
Soc.1:2;I.C.3:4; GTw/J.S.,R.R., T.H., S.F., M.C.; G.N.; D.T., D.B.; M.D.; C.G.; D.C.; P.T.; Dead Horse; James Pry; Faria Mansion; Walden Woods; Cypress Hill; Breakfast in Newport + Boston; WNFY Sue Infinity + 7 6/25/93; Thanks, Mom+James for everything; Good Luck, Tim+Heather.

Stacey L. Pagnani

725 Pleasant Street (B)
PeerLeadership 2,4; Flags 3; Tennis 2; Ski Club 3:4; SB 3:4; GTw GF- A.P., S.L., E.F., D.G., P.A., H.F., K.P., K.D., R.P.; GL Steph; Best Friends forever w/ A.P.; PP w/ A.P.; Boston '92 w/ A.P. + K.M.; Watch out 4 trees; A.P.; New Year's Eve '92; JPW J.W., DT '91-'92. DDS; RB forever; DD w/ W.P.; C.N. + D.G.; It's 495 from RTP; SIR w/ E.F.; A.P. - You broke my cast; M.Y. Mr, S, YTB; Thanks Mom, Al, Dad, Mary-ILYG; GL Wendy, Mel, Al, Dereh, + Darrel

Heidi Peck

711 Park Place (R)

Amy B. Perkins

397 Auburn Street (B)

Karlin L. Perry

121 Wall Street (B)
Soc- 1; Art class; Boston w/F.Z.; J.K.; Kate's House 3/27/93; Smashw/K.D. + R.P.; Rocky Point w/Mr. G; Flying Kites @ Beach; VB; Lounge, 7per.; 116B; California; Thanks, J.M., R.P., K.H., J.M., J.R., K + K.H., A.P., S.R.; SY + Short Kid; Thanks, B-R for 4 years of Good Friends; Good bye+ Good Luck to Everyone!
Erin Powers  
95 Dean Street (R)  
ST 1,2,4; WT 1,2,4; CC 3,4; SC 1,2; Heath, DWF Voo-Doo accident; D Bus; GV Club; Rocky Point w/E.K.; sleepin' ova; G.L. w/ Matt; E.K. Fla. '90; U LUV  
PROJMI; RC w/M.P. Confirmed-C.C.; Will it last? Guess not; ST 10f's; J.L. Thank you P, Jeff; Luv ya, Mom and Dad, Lynn + Jim, Amy + Ricky.

Nicole Protz  
“Protzy” “Foot”  
35 College Road (B)  
SB 1-4; FTA 1-4, VP; GT w/ GF-UKWYA; #33; SC w/ C.S. - 90'; Cape + MV w/S.P.; -91'; FL 93' w/ J.M.; - V-Day 92'; The Night 1-2; Flings; Camp w/ CC geeks; Brads-2-much coff. bl.; Jr. Prom w/P.M.; Cactus juice w/ B.M.; PG Hooliems 93' - Ricki; G Woods- AFU - S. Miller; Boston 1st night 93'; BSC + Rte 106; Chucks w/ M.P.; C-U-Later!; The Shack; Good Luck, Ryan + Steve!; Thanks, Mom + Dad!

Justin Randazza  
“Randy”  
35 Pine Ridge Drive (B)  
Tennis 2; WTR 3,4; YB+RS; Test!  
When?; AH Dude, No Whoa.; GTw/J.P., C.H., J.O., T.C., A.M., T.R.; Herby Hall 92'/w/J.P.+C.H.; Gen@J.P.; Oh Porter?; Have fun man; Randy's house 93'; Great weekend; morning w/Matty; Go Barry+Cindy; Jeff, Warm me up, Ride home on J.P. bike sum 93'; GT @ BB, Snoop; Great party, look out for the fence; Absolute HW-Yeah Right; Thanks, Mom + Dad

Maura Reed  
36 Temi Road (R)  
FH 1-4; Sb 1-4; capt. 3; NHS; MT; FH-3 OCL Champs; Indians 3-peat, 50 yd line; Red Sox w/ F.Z; Boston- Q.M. + B.F.; CVS; Cape Cod 93- G.A. almost drowned; geese @ Wheaton, KQJ; 4 hour wait @ mall w/F.Z, M.G/w/C.S., GT + GF- G.A., F.Z., P.L., C.S., M.M., A.S., W.E., K.L., S.K., B.C., C.R., J.M., J.P., J.M.; F.F-IVWNY; Good Luck in HS, Jon; Thanks, Mom + Dad; ILY, IMY BR.

Christopher Charles Raleigh  
“Rals”  
575 Vernon Street (B)  
WR 1-4, Tr 1; Big Jr, Prom: Band 1; RS 2; Worst driver; remember High St.M.R.; Haunted hayride!; love M.B. 1/2/93; Mr. Flanheddy's class 15-0; Mrs. Sprosty; Irish-American ND #1; #24 the greatest; Muppets; G+ M.B. B.K., S.M., W.E., A.S., J.K., M.R., F.Z., G.M., B.M., D.B., T.R., M.S., A.S., R.T., P.P., C.S., G.S., R.R., J.P.; K.L.; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Heather, Jen, Kish, Melissa.

Raymond D. Ransom  
“Boom Boom”  
94 Hill Street (R)  
GT w/ T.H., D.T., J.P., J.S., D.R., G.N., S.F., M.D., M.C., D.C., J.C., J.T.; Weekends at the Farah Mansion; Cypress Hill '93; Malevolence; Halloween '92; Jessica Libby - 11/22/91... I LOVE YOU-IVWNY; Tag Team; Thanks for the breakfast runs, Kramer; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Lynn, Scott; Thanks, Briarcliff

Meghan Reed  
145 Norlen Park (B)  
FH 1-2; SADD 3-4; PC 3-4; Drama 3-4; Ski 2; Shh, I'm hunting for a wabbit w/ Big KI; GT w/ G.K., A.T., D.B., S.M., G.M., B.M., J.D.; GL/RL-R ChickS; crash w/ S.S., J.B.; RHBF w/ S.C., M.L., A.T., M.L. IVWNY, Jr. Prom w/ Dan! B.R.'s house OWANNI; TY. Mr. Mosca; Ditched by E.H. w/ D.B., A.T., S.B.; CC-WHY?; Jr. High Hills, Go KI K.H. + A.T., YGATB!; I love you, Mom, Dad + family.

Justin Prodouz  
176 Crescent Street (B)
Rachel M. Reveli  
28 Shaw Road (B)  
PCC; A TX Accent; Freedoms; Minn.; SPB; HK; Nall; Prom w/ B.K.; 10,000 Maniacs; Georgia-Para+J, D.A., Archways, ARW, A.H., 6 Flags; Best Friends-J.C.-Thank you: K.C.-Chocolate cake; Fiesta; Friendlys; A.S.-Acheek breaky; Hush Dogs; H.W.-Queen-B; M.M., R.A., C.R., M.B., G.S., Trio, J.M. 3 years later; Benoits, Clifford's; Mom + Dad-I Love You!

Peter Ki Reynolds  
5 Beech Street (B)  

Shawn S. Rezendes  
484 Orchard Street (R)  
FB 1; BB 1,2; GT 1,2,3,4; GT w/GF; T.J., D.M., Greek, J.M., S.G., J.O., R.M., S.B., Vals; T; The Hill 1,2,3,4; Mall; Fishing Club 2,3; 8 Days-G.C., J.O.; T.J.'s house 1,2,3,4; CRASH 2; Prom; Chief; M.M., C.C.; The van; Horse neck beach; Kind bud; Barrel's; Dazed and Confused!

Jodi Lynn Rice  
"Jodes"  
171 Elm Street (B)  
Drama 2-3; Dance 10 Yrs.; To my favorite Jr. Miss Buddy-"momt"; K.M., C.S., M.A., F.D.-Thanks for all the fun; sleeping in the car, Edgewood; R.P.-flying fish+ exit only; Semi-formal w/F.D.; Footprints w/Frick; starpool player; "Oh No!--Cockroaches" Bang!; Thanks, Mom. I couldn't have done it with out you.

Holly Richard  
"Halls"  
362 North Main Street (R)  
STr 2+4; Whsp B.C. 1-4; GT w/ GF; Jr. Prom w/ J.M.; A.C. - ICGOF; Dunkin's sink w/B.P.; W.R.- You're ahead; Wre; L.F.-I'm always right; T.C.; Fitchburg; SMB concert; Tedeschi; Bcig; Rats 1st; M.R. - 2 years too late; NE - AL - YEMF; Umass - Mikey; B.R.- TFEVTLY; GL Rooster; 91/2; Wallywagon; Is anyone listening?; Thanks, Mom + Dad; Good Luck, Justin- ILY!

Jason D. Richard  
305 Pine Street (B)  
M. Y. W. E. 1991-94; Tanglewood 1992+93; Member of SEMSBA; District and All State; Good Bye, Harold Wright + Peter Hadcock; Thank you, Dave, Julie, Mr.R.; Mr. P; Thank you; God; J.K. - Where is $5?; Why me?; B.F.; Moo; Elvis lives.; It is time to sail the heart shaped sea.; Good Luck!

Brian Rivers  
"B"  
100 Laurie Lane (B)  
BB 1-4; Capt. 4 Hockey 1-4; Hal-low at J's McDoe's; J's; Hs; The window; Pastirmi; Grnd again; GA's and the Datson; the mall; PL hoops; newies; Johnson's; the capt:- Jr. Prom my hs; Beno's w/; GT w/GF J.M., B.M., S.M., M.H., G.M., D.S., J.T., M.P.; B/MW Erin; Joel; JY KH; v/m/bf; ILY; Tyson; TFBT; Thanx Mark and Gregg, Mom & Dad; UR everything 2 me! ThankU ILYA!

Kerri L. Robbins  
"KAZ"  
17 Althea Street (R)  
Jeffrey, I Love you, A/F. Mem. Never 4-get 9/17/92; Elmo + Charlie; Beasties 4-Eva; Guess Town spa bye Baby IMY; B/F/4-Eva Michelle ILY; SMB w/P.M. 92; Easton; N.E.Fair 92; KFC; Buick; R.M. Robb1 Friend; U2 P.B.; GT w/M.F., R.M., Etc.; U- No-Who-U; S.F. Y/SMB; Jason G/L; Miss ya; M.F., C.A., R.B., R.R., N.N.; RM. 119; ILY Mom + Dad; MTYKU2 Nick+ Cla; Thanks, Guys G/L/E, Bye, B.R.
Christina Robertson  
"Tina"  
32 Willow Ridge Road (B)  
1: 1/22/91 met Dave w/ M.O., J.D., B.M., J.M.; 2; 11/25/91-1/11/92; J.G./ASH; 1/12/92 S.W.  
3: Hanging Out w/M.M., T.L., S.W., D.C., M.C., A.F., M.O.; Vikings w/ M.M., T.L., S.W., 2/28/93 B/W Dave; Eng. 6/13/93, I Luv you Dave! Thanks, Mom, Dad, Sis, M.O., Pete, Luv you all!

Thomas S. Rogers  
"Tom"  
279 Judson Street (R)  
Soc 1; Golf 2-4; Wtr 1-4; Ski 1-4; SA, SD, GrT, U2 ons; Maine (FL); BB@Y; FB @ Burmy's; C@J.P.; MBIM(HR); BVG; Jr. Prom; Dazz's parties; Drive By's; The Penny rules; Kramer's feast; Who's J.P.'s McDonald's; Good Drivin' A.M.; Dozens + Pumpkins; VB @ J.G.'s; Sox Game(WTB); It's been a blast; T.C., M.S., A.M., J.G., J.P., J.R., J.O., C.O., C.H., H.C., A.D., J.L., C.D.; Thanks, ILY Mom + Dad, Lisa, + Mrs. D., ILY C.D.; BOL Tim + Lori.

Anthony Roma  
"Tony"  
47 Freemont Street (R)  

Wendy Rousseau  
16 Sunset Drive (R)  

Carrie-Ann Rudolph  
"Carrie"  
31 Roberts Road (B)  
GF-M.K., M.M., A.M., L.M., R.D., M.M., S.M., C.W., J.L., P.T., C.C., T.M., P.M., P.M.; GT- Down the blues, across from the green; Ms+4, C.P.; Cement blocks at RP R+8 w/ Missy, Chris+ Scott; Van w/S.M. S.P., A.R., K.I., N.G.; All the Concerts w/Scott; I will always love you, Scott! GL, Chris- topher + Amanda; Thank you; M+D, ILY!

James John Rogers  
"Jim"  
23 Tilictuck Road (R)  
Ski 1-3; D.M., D.C., + C.H.-Cape; Thanks Mom and Dad!

Keith Ruehrwein  
258 East Street (B)  
Soccer 1-4; Wtr 2+4; Ski 1-4; Tenn 1-2; Fresh yr T+C.F.; Soph C.C., D.W., J.D. + S.T.; Builder3Peal 91-93; Jordan#1, Fans, me, P.G., T.P., C.B., C.L., B.W.; Jr Prom- Me+ S.K.; D.B., T.W. + P.G.- DWTK; What up to H.W., E.D., T.T., R.C., D.D., W0'R, E.M., S.+ C.C.; Sl. Ides; AP+3; Cypress Hill w/D.B., C.L., C.G., T.H., S.F.; Onyx Crew- B.W., J.S., T.W.; Love you Jen+Julie; Thanks, M+D, ILY2; Cya- BRH
Mark Santoro
33 Ramblewood Drive (R)
Treas 2-4; Soc 1; Golf 2; BB 1-4; NHS 3; 4VP- HMUN; 3T.R. 1 U2; A.M. @ BJ; RS w/J.G., A.M., J.O.; C.O., - G.Z.; soc game @ SL-
T.C.; L.B. - St. Ann; Dog Track... Prom 93; HC, I WALU; NCAA/ GA; DS/HR- Seinfeld; M+D, Nicole Thanks - It's all in your head!

Jeff Santos

Mary Elizabeth Sargent
“Mary”
58 Hickory Drive (R)
FH-1-4; WAC 1-4; Ski 1-4; MUN 2-3; SCOL 2-4; Capt 4; MC 3-4; Remember PCC; Ski bus 101, 102 lunch bunch 1-4; Junior Prom- Hairdressers semis; #70 FB games; R.S.- We've been through it all; E.A. - U went; T.S.- I don't hate Bob; B.R. + J.K. - Don't work too hard HIS; D.B., J.R., B.M., M.H., C.C., D.W., D.G., C.H., L.P., T.T.; GL-Ted; Thanks, M+D! Hugs!

Tara Scarlett
“Maxine”
21 Robinson Street (R)
If I miss you Do Not complain; OK to M.S., R.S., and Sue; Can't we all just get along! Hi, Jalane, Becky and all other art people; Hi, Wendy, Amy and all College people; PCC people too; To: Bobby + Dave, LTOTW and colonize the moon; Mike: Thanks for the book, ISR it; Heinlein and Dali+who? Spam, IP, Hota; ATC SORRY.

Nathaniel Schultz
171 Walnut Street (B)

Jason Sears
158 South Main Street (R)
Alison Smith
“Al” “Alleycat”
25 Holly Lane (B)
Soc 1-4, Capt.; Tr 1-4, Capt.; BB 1,2; SADD; Ski; GTw/ GF; YKWA; Goaly killer; Margarita; Summer-’93 - OWANI; Wate FR.Model; PWBl; Hojo’s; S.Y.-cuffs; K.L.- MPBl; W.E.- BFF; WWR/; SAABman 8/29/93; J.W.- HRENSSB1EEBB; M.B.- side 2, #4; J.P. - PTC/FTFB; J.M.; IDLTWLSLAM; M+Al; SMHJ; Sigma;

Stephen Smith
279 Auburn Street (B)

Christina Soupiona
“Chris”
120 Mary Lane (B)
WTr; 2; Str 1+2; GT-GF; Y.M., B.M., D.M., N.M., D.S., C.R., B.M., A.F.; - L-D ’93; Oh! My Sunburn hurts! Boston ’93 w/B.M., D.M., D.S., B.M.; DFTD Cape ’93; DEGMOTP; J+D; IMGYNTFM; Summer ’93 GT w/J.B., D’OS’; I love ya, Mom, Steve+Julie! Thanks! Love And Miss Ya Grammy +Grampa; Can’t Wait for summer ’94; I Miss ya Greece; C-Ya Next Year! C-Ya B-R Luv Ya!

Susana M. Sousa
“Portage”
15 Appletree Circle (B)
ST 1-4; FTA 3+4 Tr.; GT w/ GF; YKWA; Semi’91; Jr. Prom w/Catino; Manomet 91-93; 3+6. lounge; New Year’s 92 @ J.U.; Lost at PHISH w/ M.P.; Cape ’93; Weege; Way Hol; B.K. all 3; 1/27/93; Horseneck; S.K.- No lights! Dott; Leaking-W.N.; Bennett; 5th Period; Joe-IWALY; bowling; Boston 93; Summer 92; Thanks Porter; GL-S.G.; S.K. YWABMFB; Thanks Mom + Dad I love you! “Grampa” IWALY

Darin Michael Souza
“Joey”
150 Legge Street (B)
Baseball 1-4, capt4; Pres. 1-4; NHS; Pres; Wr:2; Golf 1-2 & SAC 3-4; Krewha Jungle Pirates-D.B., G.M., B.M., S.M.; Kelly’sG.M. & channel 42! Burny..The Crash-Oct. 92; Jr. Prom-thanks; Mr.Legion w/Riva, Mitch, the TEAM; Tap at the BBF; HEY JOEY! HYLOS-kaga-Makin$; Up party jerks, FVM At-MBP; Mom and Pops-UR the Best, Jay #1 in MC-WP, NSD98.

Carr

Chelsea St. Germain
“Chels”
25 Elizabeth Drive
J.A. + J.R.- Exit only! H.N.- Checka, car no turn, GuP, PR fock, DW house party; S.T.- spider, J.A.-’93 summer, ya right! , mow time, Sunday discounts, peny; M.K.- Stuart+ Rith sde; P-wee; K.M.- walks and all nighters; J.J.A.- you taught me a lot- Thanks!, Mac M-I-C, boy 1-girl 2, rice, IWNFJ; J.J.- fall lately, ditz; J.R.- EBY; Mom, Dad, + Scott- thanks, ILY.

Susana M. Sousa
“Portage”
15 Appletree Circle (B)
ST 1-4; FTA 3+4 Tr.; GT w/ GF; YKWA; Semi’91; Jr. Prom w/Catino; Manomet 91-93; 3+6. lounge; New Year’s 92 @ J.U.; Lost at PHISH w/ M.P.; Cape ’93; Weege; Way Hol; B.K. all 3; 1/27/93; Horseneck; S.K.- No lights! Dott; Leaking-W.N.; Bennett; 5th Period; Joe-IWALY; bowling; Boston 93; Summer 92; Thanks Porter; GL-S.G.; S.K. YWABMFB; Thanks Mom + Dad I love you! “Grampa” IWALY

Pat Spano
“Spano”
257 North Street (B)
FB 1-4; WR 1-4; GT-GF; J.M. House w/ The Crew; Jr. Prom; Cape House; Morany-Slow down Mario; Fighting @ Cumby’s w/ C.Y.; Night Outw/J.M., E.S., J.M.; I got sparkly; Basic Training w/ J.M.; GL 82, 79, 40, 21, 32, 85, 31, 30, 48; Jessica, GL in your senior year; Thanks for everything, Mom, I Love you; See ya B-R.
Scott Stanton
56 Scott Drive (R)
Crashing w/ Sean Olson.-We survived!; T.G. Best times w/ S.O., M.O., R.L., J.M., T.A.; KFC, What a Blast! 1980 Camar - FCITPL: I'm not Bragging! E.S.,- Bad Influence; Soph; Year-BATC w/ S.O., R.L., S.W., M.O.; Good Luck To my Friends; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Kevin, and Brandy!

Brandon Stevens
280 Auburn Street (B)

Donna Stratoudakis
"Domna"
120 Mary Lane (B)
Soc. 2; WTR. 2; STR. 1+2; BB1; GF-D.M., B.M., Y.M., N.M., A.F., The rest you know who you are. Thanks E- one 4 your help; IWNF Sorry, D 4 the no I didn't speak English; V-D Flo? J.S. + C.S. Dad + Kathy IWFU Mom+Bill CSIAL ILLU+I WaltU; Sum 89' + Sum 94' Back to Greece; Sad + Happy, but it is time; Pizza? I'll miss ya, BR and all of you!

Robin A. Steidinger
50 Alice Road (R)
Ski 1-4, MT 2-4, Color Guard 2 & 4 Capt 3.4; NHS 3.4; Bonjour Alldia! Spaceship ERF, Figgy! M.S.-Stay Away from #70-All of them; SkiBus+Bathrooms; B.S.; Thanks for all the fun! Good Luck M.M.+A.M.; Thank you, Mom+Dad; Good Luck Eric; ILY Jeff! Where the roads come together!

Rebecca L. Stone
"Becky"
426 Plymouth Street (B)
Flags 2 Capt 3.4; FTA 3.4; Prom Com.; YB; GTw/ GF, J.M., H.F., N.P., P.C., S.K., H.M., M.G., G.T., M.M.; VA w/ J.M. + MM; Dave, Thanks for the diamond; J.P.; S Miller 93; My + Dave's Jr, + Sr Proms; C.B. want a Sprite?; New Years 92+93 Grabing Jani Lane: 16 Pthy & C. Horse; Thanks, Ms. O'Toole; Dave, IVALY 8/4/91; $. cent @ DD; Cit's; S.D. Find Keys?; D.G. I will C Portugal; Handin w J.M.; Bermuda; Thanks Mom, Dad, Chris, Mim, Garcia's, Rox & LC!

Marie Sullivan
825 Vernon Street (B)
GT w/ J.S., J.L., K.M., K.R., S.S. L.M., T.D., K.K., K.C., J.R., J.F. The Green Building; The Wall Scotland Field; My window; Van Halen; Steve Miller; "I need an air conditioner"; Paradise By The Dashboard Light; New Hampshire w/ J.S., S.H., + J.R.; Debbie's House w/ J.S.-"Shattered"; PC'd chased by dogs; Good Luck Ruthie + Joey; Luv Ya Mom+ Dad

Jason Swart
519 Vernon Street (B)

Matthew Tarentino
"Tac"
965 Locust Street (R)
FB 1-4; BB 1; Gold's; GTw/ GF-20,72,87,34,54,89; E.S., D.M., J.M., B.M., P.M., M.M., M.A., S.D., D.C., D.D., S.B.; Jr. Prom @ Cape-GDFH; Nw Yrs. 92+93; NH w/ Team: Pike's-BLD; CLSSC, FB+GA Part.; Spano's Worm's; Yelle's; Bryant; GT @ AD+LB w/ C.Y.-Swil; Cpe @ O'dys; SNAD7; CFF; Red House; Team-Prn Menk; Pat's w/J.P.; O+P+Y.; Wic w/ S.D.; Hrsnk-Rid; Thanks, Ma+Dad; GL Kate; GF
Peter A. Teixeira  
“Pete” 
272 Elm Street (R) 
Wr. 1-4, Capt. 4; GT @ Rose Manor Inn + 58 School Street; Horsemere beach '93; 2/9/93 - Remember that K.W.? 2/12/93 - THE POLE! - 5/7/93 - Dennis, MA. Love you, Krystal, Mom, Dad, Angelo, Karen, Emmanuel.

Stephanie Thompson  
“Stephy T” 
180 Main Street, Apt B38 (B) 

Michelle Tierney  
“Tanny” 
237 Temi Road (R) 

Jennifer M. Tripp  
200 Sherwood Lane (R) 
SB 1-4; Cape 1-4; GT w/ SLS + SLB; K.M.- D. jokes in corner; LNR w/ L= B; 2 words - D.B. + K.M.; Cape w/ ROSIE + J.C.; SECRETS, crazy, 33 club - FRI BB '93 w/J.M., L+B; Jr. Yr. w/Vin-TFE; 92-10; BJ w/ SLB; Late Nites @ K.O.'s- TERRY FITS; Jr. Prom- TY, VLI FLA. Trips w/L.T.; $500 Bottle/ 3 RULES; Doug- YARMED(1978) ILVI TY-Mum, Dad, Jeff, ILY!

Damian Tsika  
182 Spruce Street (B) 
S. Track 2-4; CC 1-2; GT w/T.H., D.M., G.N., S.F., D.B., M.D., M.C., J.C., H.F.; Summer @ the Farla mansion; Dead Horse under the bridge; Horsemere '93-95 through the rest area; Party w/D.S. w/ the boys, M.D., T.H., D.B.; GT @ Walden Woods; Cypress Hill @ Rocky Point; Hill Street 1/2/93; Coney Island - RIP; Alyson, IAWLY, Later, B-R.

Aimee Thomason  
310 Forest Street (B) 
FH 1-2; BB 1-2; SADD 3-4; FLA 2-4; PC 3-4; NHS 3-4; Shh, I'm hunting for a wabbit! Time to make the donuts! GTw/GF- K.H., M.R., D.B., K.H., D.S. Jr + Sr, Prom w/Bert: Party® BRs; How’s the T-Bird big K? IWALY Roberto, 2/29/92.; Every Breath You Take - 9/20/92, Summer in Spain; Thanks, Mom+ Dad; Good Luck Joel + Lindsey, ILY.

Lori Tomase  
387 Carver Street (R) 
James Weingartner
1195 Vernon Street (B)
Nobody knows; N.T.-Last die hard Surfers fan; C.H.@Rocky Point; G.H.-Malevolence, Mosh Pits @the stream; Atlanta 92-93; J.L. and the bat; Revere; Richie's Camaro@BSC; Will A.C. graduate? Good Luck, Drew; Good-Bye B-R!

Katie Weston
375 Walnut Street (B)
Maj; 2; 10/5/92 Betsy- I'm sorry!; Math; M.W.; Wiggle and Jiggle; 2/16/92 Irene; Great times w/ L.D.+B.C. for the summer; Anyways Irene; Duck here comes a french fry; NL Hallway 10/26/93; The is a first time for everything; Irene, wake up! Thanks, Mom I love you; Good Luck K.W.+J.D.; I'm history!

Craig P. Whynock
30 Stephani Lane (B)
Rapping 1,2,3,4; Cross Country 1,2; Spring Track 2; Good Times w/J.O., C.V., C.B., T.W., J.S., D-Boys, Geoff Curley, and the list goes on; Knowledge is power over all; Good Luck, Derek+Rich; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Nana, Jonathan, Kathy, Sarah; I love you all! 94 and I'm out of here! Peace, it was real!

Cynthia Whiting
“Bink” Cindii
62 Union Street (B)
Soc. 1-4; TR; GTW/K.S., H.B., J.L., J.S., P.D., T.F., D.L.; S.S. Sgr Blsm; GT w/ Max Grl Woods fence; Gldn Boy; PC; Def Leppard; Jr. Pm; Thanks + I love you 6-18-93; M.S.-SIMO; M.T. fght; Blues; Snr TPP; Capens Class; Corky; I list my car bowlin; Thanks, Dad, Bill, Nana, Prowe; Mom. I love you! I wouldn’t have made it without you! Kel, you are the best sis!

Ben Yelle
“Jamma”, Yellie
875 Judson Street (R)
FB 1-4; BB -1; BMB, SQ, GTW/ TAC, JM, BM, PS, PM, CY, JM, DM, PG, DC, RE, TA, ES, MA, LB; Fresh kg - sailinest GT @ Pm. rgt; where’s my funnel? Trip to NH; Red House; Mticca, GNR, CRWS cn crts; Spano’s + fiesta; EMT @ Bryant; BLD classic; @ Pike’s; GT + Good Taste; Thanks, Mom + Dad; congrats. Dan; GL P, G, S, + Sue.

Charles Young
“Chuck”
795 Washington Street
Apt.8, So. Easton
FB 1-4, Capt.; Baseball 1-4 capt.; GT Down the Cape; Jr. prom, catching Hog w/ M.T.; Boot Scootin w/ D.C.; Fighting w/ P.S. @ Cumby’s; GL 82, 40, 21, 79, 37, 85, 31, 30, 44; GL, Adelle in your senior yr., thanks for your help, Love you; GL, Jim in school, Thanks, M+O+Pop for all your help+ your support through out HS. Love you!
Shannon A. Young
29 Wall Street (B)
Soc 1-4; Track 1,2; Tennis 3; GTWGF- YKWWYA- PT? B+ F
Banging? Pants! HBl DA shoes! Oh my! Chink! Mavericks! Mar-
ganita! Hoopla! MoHo eyes! Bag Dance! Jr.Prom Schnells good!
NTH! "JD" ICSC; Mas-
sapequa'92; WWIE; "Voulez vous" Truccis; PWB; FF@ HJ's;
Sigmas "Oh Gosh" Cuffs; Club Hootchie; Best Driver, Subaru,
Malibu; Bye ya'll!

Felicia E. Zusman
“Fluff”
74 Warren Street (R)
WTr. 2-4; STr. 2-4; VB; Stg Crew; Boston; Art; B patrol; My My My;
PCC; Dream! J+J; Garp Fdg Chf; Drive To nowhere! A.B. +
R.W.+ FL; Photo; Aladdin Tres-
pass; @ concerts; Bob! Peach Fuzzy; Fia; Lounge; Smarts? Fall
down?! Chem; Movies Geese+ Mo; Bdy Grd.; Dizzy@ JCP;
Ouija; Apple + Bgls; SADD;
S.Olymp; Keep Changing!?
Thanks, M+D, Enc + G.F.; 12yrs?
Good Luck! Cya!

Garrett Zella
“Gary”
182 Plain Street (B)
Soc. 1-4 capt.; Ten. 1-4; NHS Band; You Guys are the Great-
est- H.C., A.D., E.F., M.S! Study Groups; 10 mph! How Funny!
I.S.E.I; Brkfst Cib; E.F.-SWM! TU-ILIH! Thanks to all who made
HS so memorable! SERS! "Life
is like a P.B. and J, it can only be
as good as you make it.

Other members of the
Class of 1994 are:
Jason Cambia
20 Warren Street West (R)
Tom Cravenho
57 River Street (R)
Matt Diamond
501 King Philip Street (R)
Erin Fitzgibbons
96 Maple Avenue (B)
Matt Hammond
965 Laurel Street (B)
Melissa Knight
260 Laurel Street (B)
Mark Kostecki
395 Cherry Street (B)
Wayne Lajoie
30 Giorgi Drive (B)
Ed Lalii
470 Walnut Street (B)
Jocelyn Lipinski
50 Captain’s Landing (R)
Matt Marchisio
35 Partridge Trail (B)
Greg Nickless
65 Auburn Street (B)
Adam Welsh
80 Laurie Lane (B)
1. Jalane Phaneuf is proud of her quilt square, "Jinx."
2. Chris Howe and Justin Randazza relax during a break from their studies.
3. Greg Nickless
4. On the way to class are James Weingartner, Rich Enright, and Eric Figuredo.
5. Tara Scarlett searches for inspiration in the pages of a magazine.
7. Amy DiMarzio is scoring another B-R victory.
8. Deep in thought is Dan Manter.
9. Melissa McKenna enjoys her class.
10. Ted Hutchinson shows off his plate of food at the Foreign Language Dinner.
11. Tom Rogers paints a "B-R" on Paula Lennon's face before the Thanksgiving Rally.
Senior year brings the long awaited privilege of leaving school during free periods. Where do Seniors go during their free time? You might find some Seniors studying in the library or catching up on homework in the lounge. Most likely you’ll find Seniors enjoying a late breakfast or lunch at local restaurants. Whether in on or off campus, seniors make sure they do not abuse their privileges because it is a welcomed responsibility.

Where Seniors Go

1. Julie Marchisio and Kelly McGillis study the menu at Friendly's.
2. With coffee in hand, Shannon Young hangs out with Karen Lech.
3. Manager Shane Varnum smiles during a break at Papa Gino's.
4. Alison Smith shares a laugh with friends at McDonalds.
5. Stephanie Thompson and Jen Mortarelli fortify themselves with lunch before English.
6. Some seniors do study during their free periods, as Garry Zella and Elisa Freeman prove.
7. Brian Watererman and Dan Bromley squeeze into a booth at My Sister and I.
8. Jake Buckley, Kristy Costa and Chris Franco share a table at B-R's favorite get-away, McDonalds.
9. Awaiting their breakfast, Scott Comfrey, Eric Sindlinger, and Brendan Maguire savor their coffee.
Reflect on the curiosity and wonder of our childhood. The impressions of happiness and new discovery will never fade. Our memories of yesterday will guide us through tomorrow. Although we have grown in size, we will not outgrow the child inside of us.
Most Likely To Succeed
Darin Souza and Heather Clapp

Most Intellectual
Elisa Freeman and Greg Antine

Best Dressed
Heather Nunes and Jeff Palopoli

Class Actors
Wade Harpootlian, Britt Erickson

Most School Spirit
Mike Daversa, Kerry O'Day
Most Talkative
Justin Randazza, Heather Frazel

Quietest
Justin McLeod and Courtney Wass

Most Flirtatious
Rob Gardner, Danita Gelnett, and Kevin Hylander

Most Wanted By Administration
Michelle Tierney, Ray Manning
(They're still looking for Ray!)

Class Clowns
Geoff Curley and Betsy Copp
Most Confused
Doug Mitschele and Susana Sousa

Worst Drivers
Chris Raleigh and Shannon Young

Most Athletic
Danielle Shevalier, Matt Hammon
(Matt Hammond not pictured.)

Class Artists
Ron Lembo and Jalane Phaneuf

Class Musicians
Jen Moyer and Liam Gillen
Best Friends
Charlie Young, Pat Spano, Michelle Moriello, Julie Marchisio

Class Couple
Kristy Costa, Jake Buckley

Friendliest
Stephanie Thompson and Garrett Zella

Most Fun To Be With
Dan Bromley, Nicole Protz

Best Smile
Troy Audyatis and Katie McMullen
On May 7, 1993, the Junior class held its prom at Christos II in Brockton. The class chose "We've Got Tonight" as its prom song. Excitement filled the air as the Junior Class danced all night. Katie McMullen and Paul Gifford were crowned Prom Queen and King. This prom night was a special night for all who attended. The memories we cherish will never fade.

1. Katie McMullen and Paul Gifford are crowned Queen and King of the Junior Prom.
2. Paul Gifford reaches new heights.
3. As beautiful as their flowers are Michelle Moriello, Heather Frazel, Julie Marchisio, and Becky Stone.
4. Suzanne Kelliker, Sarah Gillis and Susana Sousa observe the action at the prom.
5. Anticipating a delicious dinner are Krissy Hubbard, Joanne Flaherty, Greg McNally, and Dan Burstein.
6. Are Mark Santoro and Mrs. Kinney conspiring?
7. Chris O'Brien, Carolyn Burrell, Mike Botelho, Melissa Weinberg, David Noyes and Maureen Kenney line up for pictures.
8. Arm in arm, Erica Keaney and Kevin Hylander dance to their favorite song.
9. Kerry Hutchinson and Brad Mitchell wonder when dinner will be served.
11. Erin Ayers, Mary Sargent, and Robin Steidinger await their dates for the prom.
12. Krystal Wilkowski and Peter Teixeira are ready to ride away in their limo.
13. Mr. Peabody poses with Pete, Jamie, Dan, Dave, Charlie, Matt, Pat, Rich, and Ben.
15. Love those pearly teeth, Danielle.
16. Erin Hennesy and Andrew McLellan dance the night away.
17. Holly Richard, Megan Brown, Wendy Rousseau, Lori Ferreira and Amy Christianson gather together for a picture.
This year's Thanksgiving Rally was one of great enthusiasm and cheer for everyone, especially the football team. All students in the school, from the Freshmen to the Seniors had a great time. Many painted their faces red and white, decorated their section of the gym, and yelled their loudest in support of our teams. The Cheerleaders and the football players performed a rousing dance routine that excited the fans. The Flag Squad did a great routine to Janet Jackson's "If." The Dance Squad moved th e rhythm of Kross-Kross's re-mix of the song "Bingo." The Thanksgiving Rally was an exciting morning to remember!

1. Jamie McKenna gets a lift from the B-R Cheerleaders.
2. Jamie Jones shows his B-R pride.
3. Senior leaders of the football team enjoy the rally.
4. Red and white from head to toe, Ms. Patema and Ms. Smith tie for "Faculty Member Showing the Most School Spirit."
5. Showing off their enthusiasm, the Juniors scream for their team.
6. Excited Seniors rule the rally.
7. Seniors yell, "Go, B-R!"
8. Kerry Roderick cheers in the air.
9. The seniors support their team with a banner.
Miss Regional Dance

On November 19, our annual Miss Regional Dance was held. Many B-R students came to the first thrilling event of the year. Everyone was all dressed up and ready for excitement. We danced to our favorite songs, and applauded the announcement of Miss Regional, Mr. Regional, and the court. For everyone who attended, we will always remember "Oh, What a Night" it was!

1. Black looks great on all four lovely ladies: Elisia Freeman, Carrie Spearin, Heather Clapp, and Amy DiMarzio.
2. Miss Regional, Heather Clapp, and Mr. Regional, Troy Audyatis enjoy their reign.
3. Mirror, mirror, on the wall, who is the fairest of them all? These four should win: Susana Sousa, Heather Bottoms, Betsy Copp and Melissa Perry.
4. The winners were Aimee Thomson, Darin Souza, Britt Erickson, Gary Zella, Heather Clapp, Troy Audyatis, Brad Mitchell, Erica Keany, Paul Gifford, Elisa Freeman.
5. Two beautiful smiles from Jenn Tripp and Britt Erickson.
7. Enjoying the music are Stephanie Thompson, Jessica Gill, and Mr. Ed Cooley.
8. Ben Davis and B.J. Tyszkievicz ask Joyce Campbell and Jamie Sullivan to dance.
9. Frank Dodero and Jodi Rice enjoy the music arm in arm.
The Holiday Party held on December 17th was a smashing success. The seniors showed their holiday spirit by wearing festive costumes. Some costumes included Mickey and Minnie Mouse, nerds, and the best disguise, Brian Fealy as a Christmas tree. Everyone had lots of fun that night participating in the Karaoke contest. Songs included "Leader of the Pack," "Down on the Corner," and the prize winner, "Magic Carpet" sung by Mark Peterson. The party will be remembered for a long time.

1. Is Tom Rogers's real face shining through?
2. A special moment is shared with some special friends: Michelle Moriello, Holly Maher, Carren Mackiewicz, Suzanne Kelliher, Kelly McGillis, and Patti Casey.
3. Army buddies Erin Hennessy and Troy Audyatis plot their next attack.
4. JoAnne Flaherty, Meghan Reed, Kate McGoodwin, Amiee Thompson and Krissy Hubbard share the Karaoke machine.
5. True friends, Heather Clapp, Carrie Spearin, and Elisa Freeman spread some holiday spirit.
6. Lisa Mickis, Jessica Libby, and Pete Texeira know how to get into the holiday spirit.
7. The dance floor was packed.
8. Jim Giovannoni and Todd Costa further their relationship.
9. The holiday characters of a gingerbread cookie and an elf are depicted by Michelle Macolini and Rachel Revel.
11. Christina Soupiona proudly shows off her gap-toothed grin and her teddy bear.
12. Holly Richards practices her song for the contest.
13. Kevin Hylander, Brian Fealy, and Brad Mitchell strike a pose in their nifty costumes.
14. Dressed as angels, Cheri Boucher and Jen Ciccone keep watch over their classmates.
15. Mark Santoro and Meghan Reed enjoy the moment.
16. Santa Saccocia smiles with his holiday "Gift".
17. Dan Bacon, Justin McLeod, and Peter Ajemian show their holiday garb.
1. Amid the cafeteria racket Chrissy McKinley smiles for the camera.
2. Deep in thought Teresa Tatro ponders the meaning of a new vocabulary word.
3. Bridget Wynn, Katie Burke, Bridget Burstein, Jamie Petkunas, Jen Kane, Kerin McCluskey, Amber Blye and Heather Irving have fun at the first B-R dance.
4. Jason Ohrenberger works on his physics project.
5. Emilia Dahlin hopes for victory in the sophomore class elections.
UNDERCLASSMEN

Freshmen, sophomores and juniors will keep in mind the inspiration of the seniors.

6. Surrounded by other students, Amy Toohey, Caryle Drislane and Tracy Waterman party at the dance.
7. Good friends Audrey Myers and Tara Bulman share a smile in the cafeteria.
8. Juniors Kerri Resmini and Gretchen Schwenzfeier take time out to chat in the hallway between classes.
9. Meaghan Brodeur carefully types her assignment in word processing.
Examining his slide for the difference between plant and animal cells, David Lin peers intently into his microscope.
Danielle Donovan  Rebecca Dower  Tammy Dunham  Justin Dupre  Patrick Dwyer  Traci Eburn  Mary Edwards
Carie Eldridge  Timothy Eldridge  Sharon Eramian  Janet Erickson  Katie Berry  Lynn Fealy  Angel Feliciano
Nichole Fernandes  Jana Fisher  Tawnya Fisher  Kristina Foster  Rebecca Gates  Shaun Getchell  Kimberly Gill
Erik Green  Melissa Gonsalves  Karen Goodwin  Matthew Gorden  Todd Gordon  Humaira Habib  John Hennesse
Rayie Hollace  John Holland  Kara Holloway  Michael Homer
"Oh, what is the answer to this problem?" wonders a perplexed Christine Beek.
Nicole Hopey  Peter Hopgood  James House
Kostas Papadoopoulos smiles as he contemplates his shop project.
Freshmen show they know that voting is serious business
Lori Sullivan, Lisa Puccini, Bev McGoodwin and Danielle Stella agree school is a great place to get together with friends.
Dance Squad members show their style. Homer plays the saxophone in the band. Lomax diligently types away as Lomax diligently types away. Lomba diligently types away. Lomax diligently types away. Lomba diligently types away. Lomba diligently types away. Lomba diligently types away.
Kelly Hartwell concentrates on her art work.
Kerri Tierney, Katie Wentworth, Eric Margie and Lisa Mason prepare for their lab.
Chuck Kondrotas tests a chainsaw after making repairs on its small engine.
Pen poised over her notebook, Gianna Tilakos listens intently for directions.
Scott Huddy smiles for the camera.
Right: Sarah Clapp takes a brief break in the Reading Center.
Getting ready for winter, Joe Rosenfield trouble-shoots while fixing a snowblower.
Psyched for school, John Lewis and Paul Baganha can't wait for class to start!

1. Chris Stevenson intensely awaits the ball.
2. Jen Dearing and Alicia Ride smile while enjoying the prom.
3. Andy Kelly wonders if his locker can hold one more book.
4. Checking for a pulse, Jennifer Whitty practices her CPR technique.
5. Smiling brightly, Katie Wentworth cheers for B-R.
Searching for just the right word, Joe Monestere works on his creative writing project.
Kristen Nivica shows just how much she enjoys school.
Carefully applying lipstick, Kerri Resmini wants to look her best for class.
Heidi McKenzie and Kim McGrath agree that the reading lab is fun.
An enthusiastic fan, Jon Curl shows support for his group.
Jill Costa waits patiently for her teacher to review her vocabulary work.
Aaron Silva
Randy Silva
Jon Sniger
Rebecca Snow
Jenny Soderbom
Amanda Southworth
Stephen Soto
Jacinta Souza
William Spinney
Rene Stella
Robert Stevenson
Jennifer Stone
Amanda Strojny
Jaime Sullivan
Katie Sullivan
Amy Surbut
Kimberly Sutherland
Todd Sylvester
Michael Tarentino
Christopher Tatro
Jeffrey Tatro
Marissa Torney
Jonathan Tracy
Rebecca Treloar
Noelle Varnum
Heather Velardi
Amy Wade
Jennifer Wade
Heather Ward
Melissa Washington
Tracy Wateman
Heather Wells
Aaron Silva strides down the hall.
Daniel Westgate
David White
Karen Winger
1. Kim Kelly and Jessica Wise show their school spirit.
2. Lucy Resendes, Heather Wells, and Sende Resendes prepare to cheer for B-R.
3. Cherie Ridge listens intently as her teacher gives the lesson.
4. Together Marissa Torney, Katie Lucius and Erin Neagle enjoy B-R's first school dance.
5. In preparation for a test, Mike Byron pays close attention.
6. Before going to class, Jon Sniger and Mike Rotondo stop to say hello.
7. Dave Garafalo is determined to earn a good grade.
8. While waiting for his ride, Bill Spinney cracks a smile for the camera.
There is no denying the heart of a B-R J.V. athlete. Lacking the glamour and recognition of the Varsity players, these young athletes compete out of sheer love for their sport. Their willingness to improve and advance to the next level drives our varsity athletes to excel.

Junior Varsity Sports

1. Ryan Prophett cranks up a forehand.
2. Beverly McGoodwin hustles downfield during a field hockey game.
3. Denying his opponent a goal, Bruce Palombo makes the save.
4. Jason Hastings stands like a stone wall in front of the net.
5. Members of the JV hockey team celebrate after a game winning goal.
7. Corey Lima leaps high over his opponents for a lay up.
8. With a look of great intensity, Joe Podzon concentrates on defeating his opponent.
9. The Boys' J-V Basketball team takes time out to pose for a photo with Coach Kearney.
Taking photographs for the yearbook is more than just posing people and snapping shots of smiling faces, it is capturing emotions that symbolize the year's friendships, happenings, and hard times. Students this year had a particularly hard time shoveling the 89.3 (and counting at press time) inches of snow. Although the snow was exasperating, it was beautiful. This year, not forgetting this winter, has been one for the record books, and will always be remembered.

Student Photography

1. "Sister" They say we will never know true love. Well, I found it, and I see it every time I look in her eyes. — Rich Enright.
2. "Chucks" by Kerri Resmini
3. Pleased with her work, Felicia Zusman hangs her negatives up to dry.
4. "Cushioned with Snow" by Felicia Zusman.
5. "Winter Solace" by Peter Reynolds.
6. Mid-day snows forced B-R to close early on several days this winter.
7. "Icicle Trees" by Felicia Zusman.
8. "Friends, Eternity" by Peter Reynolds.
9. Snow-laden trees were a too familiar sight during a winter in which we did not see bare ground for three months. Many sports and activities had to be canceled or postponed because of the more than fifteen snow storms. The only Bridgewater-Raynham activity that benefited was the Ski Club that enjoyed the best ever snow conditions on the slopes.
1. Eyeing his opponents, cross country runner Joe Bachand surges towards the finish line.
2. Jeff Dimarzio waits for his running back to take the handoff.
3. Lady Trojan soccer players clear the ball from the front of their net.
4. After throwing the shot put, Amanda Strojny tries to determine the success of her performance.
Our teams leave the impression of our hard work and dedication.

5. Winding up to pitch, Alison Leahy prepares to strike out the batter.
6. Matt Hammond (23) steals the ball from his opponent as Mike Botelho (24) looks on.
7. Pressing hard for victory, Nicole Bedard attempts to steal the ball.
8. Watching her opponent’s moves, Kerry Hutchinson waits for the serve.
9. Watching the pitcher’s moves, Tony Emberg gets set to hit the ball hard.
1. Collins watches the team as he takes a breather.
2. The defense drives back the Wildcats.
3. D. Asadorian (28) and Steve Medeiros wait for the play.
4. Driving hard through the hole, McKenna picks up some yardage.
5. QB Jeff Dimarzio gets set to hand off to his back.
6. Coach Peabody looks over the plays.
7. Peterson positions himself to tackle his opponent.
8. Collins crushes his opponent to the ground.
The B-R football team under first year coach Dan Buron compiled a record of 7-3. The bone crushing B-R defense held opposing teams to few points. The team came to within a few breaks of a Superbowl birth. This team was lead by seniors Rob Gardner, Jamie McKenna, Derek Asadoorian, Rich Ennis, Dan Collins, Pat Spano, Charlie Young, Matt Tarentino, Dave Silvia, Mark Peterson, and Ben Yelle. Next year’s team has great potential with returning starters Jeff Dimarzio, Steve Medeiros, Eric Maw, Joe Rich, Ed Carroll and Jeff Gomes.
1. Courtney Fraser stands ready.
2. Renee Stella swings and misses.
3. Meredith Costa fights for the ball.
4. Jen Kane and Amy Dimarzio lunge at the ball.
5. Kim Lamson's looking for the ball.
6. Amy Dimarzio and Nicole Bedard take a warm-up run before the game.
7. Where did that ball go?
8. Captains Amy Dimarzio, Joanne Flaherty, and Courtney Fraser smile thinking about how successful their team has been.
Once again the Lady Trojan Field Hockey team enjoyed an outstanding season, winning its third consecutive OCL championship. Captains Amy Dimarzio, Joanne Flaherty and Courtney Fraser led the team to victory; seniors Sue Kimball and Maura Reed assisted in leading the team. A powerhouse in goal, Amy Surbut set a new school record for most shutouts in a season and tied the career shutout record; she still has another season to play. Chosen for the OCL All Star team were Amy Dimarzio, Joanne Flaherty, Amy Surbut, Jen Kane and Allyson Perron. Amy Dimarzio also won the league’s MVP award. The team hopes to continue its success in 1994.
1. Joe Rich tears down the board.
2. Concentrating on the hoop, Joe Bachand goes up strong.
3. Tony Colozzi demonstrates intense defense.
4. Luke Bisio and Joe Bachand keep the ball alive under the boards.
5. Matt Hammond fights with the Weymouth defender for control of the ball.
6. The Trojans battle for the ball.
7. Joe Rich spots up for a three pointer.
The Boys' Basketball team completed another successful season. Although the team got off to a slow start, it made a strong finish. The team was powered by a strong nucleus of seniors: Captain Matt Hammond, Dan Burstein, Greg McNally, Mike Botelho and Luke Bisio. Junior, Joe Rich lead the team in scoring. Also playing important roles in the team's success were Joe Bachand, Tony Colozzi, Matt Pimental and Tony Piers.
1. Kerry Hutchinson gets ready to drive the baseline.
2. Bridget Burstien dribbles towards the hoop.
3. With intense concentration Liz Martin looks for an opportunity to steal the ball from her opponent.
4. Jaime Reardon leaps over her opponent for a lay up.
5. With a quick burst of speed Danielle Shevalier drives to the hoop.
7. Krissy Hubbard smiles as she scores with this break-away lay up.
Once again the Girls' Basketball Team headed by Coach Gerry Cuniff enjoyed another successful season. Captains Jaime Reardon and Danielle Shevalier lead the team which expects to go on to post season play offs. Seniors Kerry Hutchinson, Krissy Hubbard and Missy Muise added to the team's strength. Every varsity player saw action as Carli Macklin, Jen Stone, Jen Dimarzio, Bridget Burstein, Marissa Torney, Bridget Wynn, and Heather Velardi all contributed to the team's strong finish. With such depth of talent, Coach Cuniff looks for a promising 1995 season.

Team Photograph:
Seated: Jennifer Stone, Captain Jamie Reardon, Captain Danielle Shevalier, Liz Martin, Marissa Torney
Standing: Krissy Hubbard, Kerry Hutchinson, Melissa Muise, Heather Velardi, Bridget Wynn, Carolyn Mackin, Jennifer Di Marzio.

1. The Lady Trojan Varsity Squad gathers for a picture.
2. Penetrating the Taunton defense, Liz Martin scores an easy lay up.
3. With her eyes focused on the basket, Jaime Reardon prepares to take a jump shot.
4. Displaying her tough defense skills, Jen Dimarzio attempts to steal the ball from her opponent.
5. In position, Kerry Hutchinson awaits her teammate's pass.
Boys’ Soccer team enjoyed great success. Led by league scoring champ Matt Hammond and a strong defense anchored by Gary Zella, Mike Botelho, Kevin Hylander and Eric Langone, the team finished 14-4-3. David Noyes and Mark Montague were solid in net all year. In post season play, the team advanced to the semi finals of the South Sectional before losing to eventual champ Weymouth. Other key contributors to a successful season were Brian Auger and sophomores Jason Rabouin and Kevin Joyce.

1. Determined to get the ball, Brian Auger tries to leave himself an opening.
2. Concentrating on the ball, Jason Rabouin moves on the defender.
3. Matt Hammond concentrates on finding a hole in the defense.
4. Kevin Hylander puts on a quick sprint to get the ball.
5. Gary Zella sets to clear the ball from B-R’s end.
6. Tri-captains Matt Hammond, Gary Zella and Eric Langone display sportsmanship before the game.
7. Mike Botelho aggressively follows the play.
8. The team gathers on the grass.
The Girls' Soccer team had a disappointing season. Their record of 7/9/2 did not reflect the positive effort and hard work they displayed on the field. The team was led by co-captains Kerry Hutchinson and Alison Smith. A solid defense was led by Kim Lane, Bridget Burstein and Katie Burke. Other key contributors were Shannon Young, Jen Dimarzio and Liz Martin. With many returning starters, Coach Heslin looks for a promising season next year.


1. Kim Lane views the field of play.
2. With intense concentration, Liz Martin dribbles the ball up the field.
3. The team poses for a picture.
4. Alison Smith searches for a hole in the opposition's defense.
5. Kerry Hutchinson gets ready to boot the ball out of her end.
6. Lindsey Thompson looks to put a move on her defender.
7. With a sudden burst of speed, Jen Dimarzio breaks to the ball.
The Boys' Cross Country team enjoyed one of its best seasons ever. Their record was 7-7 for the league. Team captains were Kevin Bowdridge, Keith Reuhrwein, Brian Hughes and Joe Bachand. Brian Hughes was the team's top runner, winning almost every race. Other top scorers were Pat Monahan and Mark Podzon.

1. Keith Reuhrwein can’t wait to finish after running a hard race.
2. Concentrating hard, Mark Podzon runs with determination.
3. Going strong, Pat Monahan focuses on winning for B-R.
4. Joe Bachand, Kevin Bowdridge, Brian Hughes and Keith Reuhrwein are the captains of the team.
5. First place finisher. Brian Hughes sprints towards the end.
6. At the starting line, B-R boys get set to defeat Barnstable.
7. Chandler Ruehrwein smiles as he completes the cross country course.
8. The team gathers for a picture.
The Girls’ Cross Country team faced a tough season. They began the year with a new coach and a new course. Although their record was a disappointing 1-7, the team displayed enormous enthusiasm and hard work. This year’s co-captains were Erin Powers and Michelle Macolini. Top scoring runners for the team were Erin Powers, Denise Barry, Jill Weigold and Michelle Macolini.
The B-R Boys' Winter Track Team completed their best season in years, finishing with a 4-2 record. Pat Monahan, Steve Kimball, Matt Orosz, Andrew McLellan, Brian Waterman, Mark Podzon, Brian Hughes and Mark Peterson all finished the season with high overall point totals. Each was a key player in the team's success. With the strong leadership of team captains Peter Moran and Tom Conner, the team showed excellent effort at all meets. With many underclassmen stars, the future looks bright for this team.

1. James Ciulla rounds the corner to finish his leg of the relay.
2. Mike Tarentino concentrates before throwing the shot put.
3. Brian Hughes strides rapidly around the track in the two mile run.
4. Mark Podzon leads the pack in the 1,000.
5. Pat Monahan passes the baton to Andrew McLellan to finish the relay.
6. Members of the team anxiously await the results of the meet.
7. Pat Monahan positions himself to grab the baton from Chris Hunt.
8. The outstanding Boys' Winter Track Team.

This year's Girls' Winter Track Team did not fulfill the predictions that Coach Wendy Wheaton had made for the team at the beginning of the season. The team finished with a 2-4 record and a fifth place finish in the OCL. Although the team had a difficult season in a tough league, Sarah Gillis in the six hundred yard run, and Racheal Young in the fifty yard dash set two new school records. Lead by Senior Captains Jen Cicone, Michelle Macolini, Christy Silveira, and Alison Smith the team always worked hard and enthusiastically. Wendy Estes, Meridith Costa, Jessica Gouveia, Kara Krikorian, Karin Lee, Allyson Perron, Jen Silva, and Jill Weigold also were significant contributors to the team.


1. Alison Smith gets ready to receive the baton from Wendy Estes in the 4x100 relay.
2. Racheal Young snatches the baton from Alison Smith to win the relay.
3. The B-R girls take a break on the bleachers.
4. Allyson Perron grips the baton as she races to complete her leg of the relay.
5. Jess Gouveia stays one step ahead of her Weymouth opponent in the 1,000 yard run.
6. Co-captains Jen Cicone and Alison Smith smile when the meet is over.
7. B-R milers fight for position at the start of their event.
The B-R boys' tennis team displayed both a winning attitude and a winning record on the court. They finished third in the O.C.L. with a 12-4 record and qualified for the state tournament. The team was led by the top singles players Dan Burstein and Jim Giovannini. The first doubles team of Ted Haughey and Chris Potter finished the year with an impressive 15-1 record and captured league all-star honors. Captain Tony Smeglin was hampered by injuries most of the season, but his leadership kept the team in winning form. The team was helped with the play of Chris Stevenson, Mike Botehlo, Eric Rodgers, Dave Noyes, P. J. Murray, and Brian Auger. With four returning starters, the team looks for a promising 1994 season.

1. Utilizing the western grip, Giva prepares his forehand.
2. Studying the bounce of the ball, Dave Noyes prepares his backhand.
3. Looking for a quick point, Brian Auger concentrates on the game.
4. Ryan Prophett smashes a forehand across the court.
5. Dan Burstein looks down the line after following through with his forehand.
6. Kevin Hylander hopes that his backhand falls in the court.
7. P. J. Murray prepares a baseline forehand.
8. The Boys' Tennis team lines up at the net.
The B-R Girls' Tennis Team, lead by the new coach Mrs. Evelyn Ferioli, placed second in the O.C.L. with an 18-2 record. The team was lead by top singles players Kerry Hutchinson and Kristine Perry. The first doubles team of Amy Perkins and Danielle Shevalier finished the season with an unbeatable record of 28-1 and captured league all-star honors. Bridget Burstein, Katie Sanderson, Krissy Hubbard and Elisa Freeman also played well. With all the starters coming back except for Kristine Perry, the girls look promising for the capture of the 1994 O.C.L. championship.
The 1993 B-R baseball team got off to a slow start but had a strong finish to end up at 11-9. They finished second in the O.C.L. and lost in the first round of the state tournament to the eventual state champions, New Bedford. The pitching was led by Brian Rivers, Charlie Young, Darin Souza, and Rich Ennis had outstanding years at the plate. Adding Brad Mitchell, Greg McNally, and Tony Emberg to the lineup, Coach Holmes looks for a promising 1994 season.
Despite a disappointing 7-11 season, the Girls' Softball team and coach Dillon are looking forward to next season. This year the team benefited from the play of seniors Mary Casabian (co-captain), Kate McCormack and Mary Maloney, along with Adelle Dunlop, Paula Lennon (co-captain), Maura Reed, Colleen Sheehan, Jess Wise, Chrissy DeAndrade, and Courtney Wass. Next year, the team looks to improve its record with the help of R. Pires, A. Leahy, K. Lamson, N. Protz, J. Maree, E. Keaney, J. Tripp, and J. MacLean.

1. Erica Keaney practices before the game.
2. Paula Lennon captures the attention of the crowd with her blast.
3. The Team poses for a picture.
4. Jessica Maree at third base is ready to jump at the chance to get the ball.
5. While adjusting to the pitch, Colleen Sheehan gets ready to catch the ball.
6. Courtney Wass takes time out to adjust her position.
7. Running with the ball is Adelle Dunlop.
The Boys’ Spring Track Team was tied for second place on the O.C.L. competition with a 6-1 record. The squad took a first place finish in the O.C.L. League Meet for the first time since 1985. B-R’s top seniors were Brian Hermes, Dave Pareigis, Johnny Chang, Aaron Pareigis, Mike Medeiros, and Steve Hughes. The season was capped by the dramatic comeback by Matt Benigni from a severe knee injury. Coach Kearney says that the 94 team looks to be very competitive in the league. Mark Peterson, discus and shot, Brian Hughes, two mile and one mile, and Matt Pauline 100 yard and sprint relay all did very well in competition last year.

1. Joe Podzon steadies himself as he sets to hurl the javelin.
2. With a look of determination Peter Riordan launches the shotput.
3. Dwayne Corriea flies down the runway for a triple jump of 37 feet.
4. Reaching for a longer jump Steve Kimball extends his legs over the pit.
5. Pat "Peanut" Monahan and Kevin Boudridge are in perfect sync as they run the two mile.
6. Soaring through the air above the high jump is Mark Ferris.
7. With his sights on the finish line Mark Podzon strides to the end.
8. The Boys’ Track Team and the coaches smile for the camera.
Led by captains Kristen Barry, Michelle Courcy, and Julie Tilcomb, the 1993 Girls’ Track Team record was very deceiving. Finishing 3-4, the girls placed fourth in the O.C.L. League Meet. By working together as a team and helping teammates out in times of despair, the girls maintained the standard needed to produce many victories. Leading the team were Cheri Boucher, Jen Cicone, Kristin Hile, Janell Holmes, Susan Kimball, Michelle Macolini, Christy Silvera, and Alison Smith, all of who have excelled in their respective events. Kelly Angeley, Meredith Costa, Sarah Gillis, Jessica Goveia, Kara Krikorian, and Karin Lee are also expected to contribute. Underclassmen Meghan Conroy, Jill Weigold, Caitlin Wynn, and Racheal Young have many successful track seasons ahead.

1. Emilia Dahlin and Brenda Micheli enjoy the running competition.
2. Jessica Libby gathers speed for the javelin throw.
3. The Girls’ Track Team look proud.
4. Showing fierce competitive spirit Cheri Boucher runs for the triple jump.
5. Wendy Estes hits the pit after her long jump.
6. Jacinta Sousa runs the two miles.
7. Focusing on the hurdle Kristen Hile leaps it with determination.
The B-R Golf team finished its year with a 15-5 record. They also obtained a 2nd place finish at the O.C.L. League Meet. Jeff Palopoli, two year captain, led the team to an excellent finish. Mark Ferris had a great year, as the lone state golf meet qualifier from B-R. Other key players were Tom Rogers, Chris O’Brien, Peter Duffy, Peter Karns, and B.J. Tyskeiwicz.

1. B.J. Tyskeiwicz and Ryan Roy discuss their strategy.
2. Chris O’Brien concentrates on an excellent putt.
3. Peter Duffy gets ready to enter the bus.
4. Peter Karns admires his magnificent putt.
5. B.J. Tyskeiwicz lines his putt.
6. B-R’s finest golfers pose for a picture.
7. Tom Rogers contemplates his next shot.
Sparked by seniors P. Teixeira, D. Silvia, C. Raleigh, and S. Oliveria, the B-R Trojans finished off a great year 14-5. A pivotal part of the team, juniors J. Dizalo, M. Crowley, E. Folmar, T. Emborg, E. Maw, and P. Reed all had terrific years. The Trojans should tear apart the competition next year. F. Maloney, D. Lennon, J. Podzon, B. Wynn, D. McLaren, and C. MacLeod were the strength of the underclassmen. "We should have been O.C.L champs, but inexperience at our lightweight divisions made it difficult," said Capt. P. Teixeira. C. Raleigh recalled, "Our confidence was high when the Boston Globe ranked us #1 in the South Sectionals, but Quincy destroyed our dreams."

All of the seniors agree that the credit for the team's improvement must go to hard-working Coach Holmes.
This year’s B-R Ice Hockey team, lead by captain Mark Haskell, Dave Garofalo and Mason Harris did not have the best of seasons, but shows great potential for the future. It is a young, inexperienced team. Jay O’Neil anchored the defense with Seniors Chris Vallerelli and Brian Rivers. Dave Garofalo supplied many goals for the team and could be one of the OCL’s top scorers. Cliff Oliver, Scot Doyle and Steve Brearley also contributed. Goal tending duties were split between Jason Hastings and Derek Bissonette. Freshmen Joe Crowley and Pat Donnelly are potential stars.

1. Mark Haskell gets ready to shoot the puck.
2. Dave Garofalo wins the face off.
3. Captains Mason Harris, Mark Haskell, and Dave Garofalo come together on the ice to plan game strategy.
4. Chris Vallerelli jostles with his opponent for position.
5. Brian Rivers waits for a pass.
6. The team anxiously watches the game from the bench.
7. Jeff Dimarzio skates for the puck.
8. The Hockey Team poses on the ice.

This year was a "building" year for the gymnastic team. The captains were Jamie Camacho (floor, beam, and bars), and Jen Mann (bars). Renee Silvia (all around), Kim Gill (all around), and Christine Campbell (floor, beam and vault) contributed to the team as freshmen. Next year we hope to come back with an even stronger team including Jess Gifford, Emilia Dahlin, Kim Pierson, Natalia Bennett, and Beth O'Connell who also competed this year.


1. Renee Silvia shows grace on the balance beam.
2. Julie MacKinnon practices her balance beam routine.
3. The team poses for a picture.
4. Beth O'Connell pauses during her floor routine.
5. Jen Mann smiles before finishing her flip on the uneven bars.
6. Emilia Dahlin demonstrates her upper body strength and flexibility on the uneven bars.
7. Flying high on the beam, Jamie Camacho concentrates on her landing.
1. Tara Dupre and Jen Mann play the lady of the house and the maid in the Drama Club production of The Dining Room.
2. B-R cheerleaders take time out to pose for the camera.
3. The hot Florida sun does not melt the B-R pride of the Marching Band at Epcot Center.
4. Erin Ayers ponders picture selection as she plans the layout of the yearbook collage.
5. In great B-R pride, Kelly Principotta holds her flag high.
ACTIVITIES

Throughout clubs and organizations we have made friendships that we will never forget.

6. The sailors of *Anything Goes* stand by to weigh anchor.
7. Jen Cutting and Rebecca Treloar identify sponge properties for the Science Club.
8. Shhh... We're hunting rabbits and World Affairs Club members.
9. Jason Ohrenberger works hard on designing his science project.
1. Drum Majors Wade Harpoolian and Liam Gillen salute smartly.
2. Matt Boyden and Gary Zella play the drums for the band.
3. While performing, Dan Bacon keeps his eyes on the music.
4. At U Mass Band Day, Christine Casey and Ted Hutchinson enjoy the game.
5. Drum Major Wade Harpoolian leads the band through another spectacular performance.
6. The award winning B-R Jazz Band poses for a picture.
7. Michael Homer plays the sax during the half time show.
8. The B-R marching band performs at Universal Studios in Florida.

9. Trumpet player Brian Jaspon screeches another high note during the half-time show.

10. In his colorful sombrero, Ted Huthinson performs "Sierra Sister."

11. Patrick Hutchinson and Justin McLeod perform enthusiastically.

12. Brie Wentworth exhibits her talent on the glockenspiel in the pit of the half-time show.

13. The B-R Concert Band is ready to play.

14. Marching onto the field for one of the first half-time shows of the season is the B-R Marching Band.

**BAND**

The B-R Band is an organization filled with talented young musicians who consistently dazzle their audience with their skill and virtuosity.

The Marching Band promotes school spirit during the pep rally. The Marching Band also delights the crowd during the football season with its dynamic half time shows.

In competition the band consistently earns superior evaluations. In addition, the band gives two concerts a year: a Holiday Concert in December and a Spring Pops Concert in May.

The Band has travelled to both Maryland and Florida in past years, and plans to go to New York City in the near future.
1. Mr. deCastro proudly shows off his budding actors and actresses.
2. You saw it here first-- Brian Rivers, Kim Roberts, Michelle Tierney and Erin Ayers-- future Academy Award winners!
3. Erin Hennessey, Shawn Twomey and Mary Bolotin practice their lines for *The Dining Room.*
4. Mary Bolotin and Kim Sutherland inspect the dining room table before their scene.
5. Members of the chorus belt out a tune during a rehearsal.
6. The Chorus gathers around the piano to rehearse their version of the popular "Master of the House."

---

**Drama**

If you love the theater, if the idea of entertaining an audience excites you, the Drama Class is for you. Students attend professional theatrical performances at the Huntington Theater. They also act in their own productions. This year they presented *The Dining Room*, a modern play in which a series of events take place in a single room. They also plan to participate in the Boston Globe drama competition.  

**Members of the Drama Class:**

---

**Chorus**

The B-R Chorus is an important part of the school's music program. These talented and hardworking students perform two concerts each year, a Holiday concert and a Spring Pops concert. They also entertain at area nursing homes and at the junior high and middle school. They perform a vital role in the annual musical.

**Members of the Chorus:**
Row 1: T. Lucchetti, B. Dearruda, S. Michael, A. Buck, J. Henderson, D. Buckley, B. Erickson, L Basler, Mr. Peterson.
Dance Squad
The 1993 Dance Squad under captain Tamsin Keith, cheered at football games, performed dance routines during half time. The squad also marched in parades. They were also successful at the Abington Band Jambo-ree and at the UMASS Band Day.


Color Guard
This was a year of new beginnings for the B-R Color Guard with an almost entirely new squad, new uniforms, and new flags, and, for the first time, a three song show. The Color Guard worked hard for the half-time performances, parades, the pep rally, and competitions. As a result, the squad earned accolades from parents, faculty, and students. The Color Guard looks forward to the same excellence next season.

6. Members include top row: Becky Stone (Capt.) Tricia Wood, Meredith Stoughton, Lisa Basler, Humaira Habib, Jes Silva, Marybeth Mcdonagh, bottom row: Kelly Principotta, Andrea Marochino, Sarah Medas, and Robin Steidinger (Capt.).
2. Sailors Eddie Keliher and Eric Howard prepare to ship out on the S.S. American.
3. Passenger Meghan Reed meets star entertainer Reno Sweeney (Danielle Buckley) on board the S.S. American.
4. Mr. Paul Peterson strikes up the band.
5. Moonface Martin (Evan James) wields his machine gun as he wisks Bonnie (Kelley Moore) away.
7. Sailor Jason Ohrenberger stands at ease while listening to the commands of his captain.

8. In the Grand Finale, marriage, love and friendship are brought aboard the ship as the cast sings "Anything goes."

9. A ticket stub provides a special souvenir of a wonderful evening.

10. Danielle Buckley earned cheers and flowers for her performance as Reno Sweeney.


12. "When other friendships have been forgot," say Kevin Ryan, Peter Rior- dan, Amanda Garvey, Ehren Hunt Kelley Moore, Michelle Drislane and Hillary Wright, "Ours will still be hot."

13. Billy Crocker, a hopeful dreamer believes love is "Delovely."

**Anything Goes**

On April 15, 16 and 17, the B-R Music Department performed Cole Porter's *Anything Goes*. The audience watched a group of sailors, gangsters, aristocrats and chorus girls travel aboard the S.S. American. People in disguise, people falling in love, gangsters pursued by police, victims of mistaken identities and gamblers playing cards all contribute to a hilarious plot.

The play, directed by David L. Goldman, starred Danielle Buckley, Wade Harpootlian, Linda Veenpere and Tim Sullivan. Dan Bacon, Evan James, Kelley Moore, Michelle Drislane and Eric Moore also had substantial roles. Mr. Phaneuf designed the set and Mr. Peterson ably conducted the pit band. Ms. White and Ms. Janice Issa also worked hard to bring off the musical.
Cheerleaders support the school's athletic teams. They promote spirit and sportsmanship. The B-R Cheerleaders encourage fans to attend games. They also organize the Thanksgiving sports rally and perform their routines at local competitions.

Football Cheerleaders were: Capt. Katie McMullen, Capt., Kerry Morast, Jessica Maree, Dawna Napolatino, Michelle Tierney, Kerry O'Day, Britt Erickson, Danielle Buckley, Janell Holmes, Amy toohey, Heather Rezendes, Kim Sutherland, Kelly Angeley, Katie Wentworth, Lisa Sharland, Kerri Roderick, Kerry Tierney, and Allison Iafrate. Basketball Cheerleaders were: Kerry O'Day, Kim Lane, Kerry Morast, Kelly Angeley, Kim Sutherland, Rene Stella, Jess Long, Katie Wentworth, Allison Iafrate, Lisa Sharland, Leah Baldwin, Kerry Tierney, Caroline Webber, Mistique Owens, Kerri Tardiff, and Carla Morast. Both groups were coached by Ms. Sue Heaslip.

1. Kerry O'Day pumps up the crowd with a heel stretch extension.
2. The Football Cheerleaders pose off the field: Back: Amy Toohey, Kelly Angeley, Kim Sutherland, Kerry Tierney, Katie Wentworth; Middle: Heather Rezendes, Allison Iafrate, Kerry Roderick, Janell Holmes, Britt Erickson, Danielle Buckley, Lisa Sharland; Front: Michele Tierney, Katie McMullen, Kerry Morast, Jess Maree, Kerry O'Day.
3. The hard-working basketball cheerleaders take time out for a picture before competition: Top: Lisa Sharland, Caroline Webber, Kerri Tardiff, Leah Baldwin, Carla Morast, Allison Yafrate; Middle: Kim Sutherland, Kelly Angeley, Renee Stella, Katie Wentworth, Jess Long; Bottom: Kerry Morast, Kim Lane, Kerry O'Day.
4. Kerry Morast, Katie McMullen, and Katie Wentworth lead the crowd in a cheer during halftime.
5. Cheering buddies Britt Erickson, Danielle Buckley, and Kerry O'Day show their spirit at the Pep Rally.
6. The B-R Cheerleaders hit their motions in their ending pyramid.
A proper snowplowing technique is very important.
2. Mr. Heaslip and Mr. Moscardelli show their students how to manage those slopes.
4. Members of the ski club smile as they contemplate the snow filled slopes.
5. Friends Kristen McGillis, Lisa Griffiths, Jessica Yarman and Guilherme Camargo enjoy the great skiing weather.
6. Sean Conlon adjusts his stance.

The Ski Club

The Bridgewater-Raynham Ski Club is the largest, most popular student activity. Students from all classes participate in the club's activities with students trying to sign up early for ski trips. The club offers twelve great day trips to popular New England ski resorts. The club also organizes lessons for beginners at Blue Hills. Skis can be rented from the club, and trips are very reasonably priced. If you love to ski, or would like to learn to ski, this is the club for you!

Ski Club Members:
1. The Students Against Drunk Driving assemble in the auditorium for a group shot.

2. Gary Zella and Elisa Freeman congratulate each other on their achievement.

3. Honor Society members' smiles express their pride.

4. Honor Society Members gather for a group photo.

---

**Students Against Drunk Driving**

S.A.D.D. members try to promote awareness of the dangers of driving while intoxicated. During the holiday season and for proms members tie red ribbons to cars in the school parking lot as a reminder not to drink and drive.


---

**National Honor Society**

National Honor Society members represent academic excellence. These students have chosen academically challenging courses and have excelled in these courses. Induction into the Nippenicket chapter of the National Honor Society is the formal recognition of their achievement.

National Society Members:
Top Row: Beth Cutting, Rachel Revell, Genie Andraneda, Paula Lennon, Karen Lech, Robin Steidenger, Greg Antine, Matt Macolini; Center Row: Amy Dimarzio, Courtney Fraser, Kerry O'Day, Aimee Thomson, Maura Reed, Alison Smith, Wendy Estes, Derek Asadorian, Tom Rogers, Joel Krikorian; Bottom Row: Elisa Freeman, Heather Clapp, Garrett Zella, Darin Souza.
World Affairs Club

The World Affairs Club tries to encourage an interest in current political events. Club members have the opportunity to participate in the Harvard Model U.N. and the Harvard Model Congress. These activities allow students to develop an understanding of how government works.

World Affairs Club Members:
Row 1: Heather Clapp, Robin Cardello, Carlie Mackin, Kathleen Haughey, Matt Ozug; Row 2: Mary Sargent, Sara Clapp, Jill Germaine, Jillian Bozza, Cailin McDuffy, Renee LeClair, Chris Lind; Row 3: Eric Rogers, Mark Santoro, Andrew McLellan, Jeff Porter, Tom Rogers, Wade Harpootlian and Greg Antine.

Math Team

The Math Team is composed of students who enjoy intellectual challenges. They are adept at analyzing and solving complicated mathematical problems. Coached by Mr. Moscardelli, this year's math team enjoyed a spectacular season. They were first in their league, and they won the right to participate in post season regional competition.

Students in competition enter three of five rounds of problem solving. They have ten minutes to answer three questions. There is a team round at the end in which the students participate as a group.

Top math team members were Elisa Freeman and Maura Reed.
This year's Weightlifting Club had many active and enthusiastic members. Under the supervision of advisor Mr. John Lennon, the football team trained during the summer to prepare for the season. Many other students improved their strength. The benches and curl bars were popular pieces of equipment enabling students to tone and strengthen muscles and add mass. Throughout the year the club had many faithful members who came to lift weights and have fun.

1. Neil Cataloni does some dips to strengthen his triceps.
2. Derek Lennon gives Christian Ruehrwein a spot while he does some squats.
3. Ian Bernam gets ready to do some heavy lifting.
4. Joe Rosenfield pumps the curls.
5. Keith Ruehrwein enhances his size by using the shoulder press.
6. Pat Spano makes lifting look easy.
The Foreign Language Club attracts a large number of B-R students because of its many and varied activities. With the help of the club adviser, Mr. Diaz, the group planned several trips. These trips allow students to experience another culture. In the autumn some club members had the chance to experience French culture as they journed to Montreal. During February vacation B-R students practiced their Spanish on the island of Margarita. Club members also traveled to Boston to visit the Museum of Fine Arts and Fanuel Hall. In addition the Club hosts a fiesta at the school. Students bring many wonderful dishes to sample. Administrators are invited to share in the festivities.
1. Members of the Science Club gather for a group picture.
2. Intrepid in her search for butterfly specimens, Heidi Peck wades into the river.
4. Dan Collins, Matt Tarentino and Damien Tsika carefully examine a mud sample.

Science Club

Officers of the Science Club were: president, Danielle Shevalier; vice-president Jen Tripp; treasurer Bo Stevenson; clerk, Phil Conroy. This year the Club visited the New England Aquarium where they saw a show on harbor seals. Later on in the spring they have planned a whale watch. Many members also belong to S.U.N. (Students Unified for Nature).

Science Club Members:
Row 1: Dr. Chuckran, N. Protz, A. Greene, W. Estes, D. Shevalier, J. Cicone, A. Smith.
Row 2: S. Candito, E. Freeman, M. Perry, R. Stevenson, J. Tripp, L. Tomase, P. Conroy
Science Olympiad

The Science Olympiad team is in its third year at B-R. Twenty team members are coached by Dr. Chuckran and Ms. Calef and led by team leaders Mary Sargent and Brian Fealy. There are four league meets held during the year and a final regional competition to determine who will participate in the State Finals. The goal of the Science Olympiad is to foster competition and interest in science.

5. While Ms. Calef looks on, Jason Ohrenberger diligently applies scientific principles to his project.
1. Vice Chairperson of the Massachusetts State Student Advisory Council, Heather Clapp, and member, Darin Souza attend monthly meetings at the Department of Education. They address and lobby for issues affecting students of the Commonwealth.

2. Members of the Student School Committee & Advisory Board, John Dzialo, Tiffany Rice, Britt Erikson, Jason Ohrenberger, and Matt Malone express student views to the school committee.

3. Wendy McLeod was selected as this year’s B-R ambassador to the Hugh O’Brien Youth Foundation’s annual leadership conference at Boston University.

4. Alternate, Marissa Torney, and delegate, Britt Erikson will adopt legislative roles at the State House on State Student Government Day.


6. B-R’s Athletic Advisory Council is Mr. Urban, Mr. Buron, Mr. Peabody, K. McMullen, and D. Sylvia.


Class Officers

1. Senior Class

The senior class had many exciting activities to plan. Senior class advisors, Mrs. Kinney and Mr. Capen, along with the senior class officers, Darin Souza (President), Heather Clapp (Vice-President), Mark Santoro (Treasurer), and Britt Erickson (Secretary), created the Senior Activities Committee to help organize each event. The Miss Regional Dance that was held in November and the Senior Holiday Party held in December were the committee's first projects. Each was a great success. Other activities include the 2nd Annual Pancake Breakfast, the giving of the class gift, and community service to the towns of Bridgewater and Raynham. Some larger events that the senior class coordinated were the prom at Lombardo's, the banquet at the Halifax Country Club, and of course, graduation.

2. Junior Class

The Junior class advised by Ms. Ferioli and led by Jeff Gomes (president), Jeff DiMarzio (vice president), Rene Stella (secretary), and Andrew Gentile (treasurer), organized a number of school and class events. They sponsored a make-your-own sundae party after the exciting Donkeyball games in March. And of course, they planned a spectacular prom and after prom party. The Junior class looks forward to a successful senior year.

3. Sophomore Class

This year, the sophomore class was advised by Ms. Farrington and led by President Emilie Dahlin, Vice-President Sara Clapp, Treasurer Lisa Mason, and Secretary Craig Rourke. This very spirited and united class has organized many successful activities. They were the runners up in our annual Thanksgiving Pep Rally. For a fundraiser they had a very interesting hypnotism night headed by Francis Cloutier. They are hoping to be involved in charity work for the community and the look forward to their last two years at B-R.

4. Freshmen Class

The freshmen class is led by President Jen Burnham, Vice-President Bev McGoodwin, Treasurer Monica McNally, and Secretary Kara Holloway. They have been together for one year and look forward to three more years at B-R. This year, through the support of their classmates, the freshmen class participated in the Pep Rally and Donkeyball.
Future Teachers of America

The F.T.A. was very busy this year. Julie Marchisio, the president of the club, organized food drives to stock the Raynham Food Pantry and went on field trips to the Bridgewater elementary schools for a mini-school internship program. Members act as building guides during the parent-teacher conferences. The F.T.A. also participated in the Holiday Concert this winter. One of the highlights of the year was a visit to Northeastern University in Boston this past spring to see their School of Education.

Members of the F.T.A.
Row 1: S. Thompson, S. Sousa, S. Kelliher
Row 2: H. Maher, H. Frazel, R. Stone, P. Casey, M. Gawle, M. Moriello
Row 3: D. Morreira, J. Cicone, N. Protz, J. Marchisio, G. Tiliakos, C. Casey, B. Martinez, P. Cady

Photography Club

In the Photography Club students learn how to use their cameras to take better pictures and to print and develop their own photographs. At meetings after school, new techniques and equipment are discussed and demonstrated. The darkroom is used to print pictures for the annual Photography Contest. Students learn to experiment with such things as setting and lighting for portrait photography.

Photography Club Members
Row 1: Suanne Wells, Heather Ward, Marci Mangelson, Ms. Gregoire, advisor; Row 2: Mike King, Peter Reynolds, Matt Macolini.
Journalism

Journalism students learn about publication of newspapers and magazines. They use the skills they acquire to publish the school yearbook, newspaper, and possibly this year, a literary magazine. Journalism is a good foundation for anyone hoping to pursue a communications career. Because of lack of funding, Journalism has not been able to produce as many publications as they would have liked. They hope to raise money by selling ads to finance some publications.

Peer Leadership

Peer Leadership is a group of selected students in the school with strong leadership qualities. Each peer leader goes through a four-week course to train and meet the requirements. The organization is basically a "kids teach kids" program. The students organize trips to elementary and junior high schools to inform younger students about drug abuse, peer pressure, and many other topics of concern for young people.

The Peer leaders have also gone on trips to local colleges for conferences on current social ills, they perform "skits" at junior high and elementary school, and they communicate with other peer leaders in Southeastern Massachusetts dealing with problems and solutions.
1. Our Mac Classic, "Clunker," gets a strenuous work-out doing the yearbook.
2. Editor-in-Chief Caren Mackiewicz concentrates on finalizing pages.
3. Justin McLeod and Erin Ayers discuss captions for the prom page.
4. Amy Perkins and Heather Frazel decide which pictures are best.
5. Photography editor Peter Reynolds focuses his camera.
6. Section editors Kristen Pickett and Kerri Resmini stop to smile while designing a page.
7. Suzanne Kelliher makes sure the Senior pages are perfect.
8. Wade Harpootlian, a computer wizard, prints out yearbook proof pages.
10. Together Heather Clapp and Michelle Macolini proofread pages.
11. Melissa Perry ponders the perfect word choices for text and captions.
13. The Yearbook Committee gathers for a picture.

The 1994 Unitas

Producing a yearbook that reflects the special memories of 1994 required a great deal of time and effort by the yearbook staff who met during Journalism class, free periods and after school. Students selected pictures, and wrote text and captions. Equally important students typed Senior messages into the computer, proofread copy, checking for spelling and grammar errors. Student photographers took extra pictures and others sold ads and sponsorships for the yearbook. All the hard work paid off with the successful completion of the yearbook.

Yearbook Committee Members:
Without the support of many generous businesses, parents, relatives, teachers and friends, this yearbook could not have been produced. On these pages we list those who helped subsidize the yearbook and those businesses who bought ads. We thank you all for your generosity!

**BENEFACTORS**

Mr. & Mrs. Michael Botelho  
Carol Burton  
Mr. & Mrs. Everett Chadwick, Jr.  
Jeanne Dyer  
Cheryl Farrington  
Larry and Anne Marie Fraser  
Midge & Steve Frazel  
Diane McGuire  
Mr. & Mrs. John O'Day

**PATRONS**

Edward & Joan Casabian  
Francis & Evelyn Ferioli  
P. Burke Fountain, Attorney  
Carolyn Hambly  
Mr. & Mrs. Richard E. Hennessy  
Miss Kathleen T. O'Toole  
Ed Porter  
Mr. & Mrs. George W. Rogers  
Richard & Linda Scarano
Our Supporters

SPONSORS
Antiques, Etc.
Dan & Leslie Buron
Ms. Betsy Bushnell
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Cuniff
The Dahlin Family
The Donnelly Family
Shirley & Ed Fealy
Margaret Howard
Jim Kirkcaldy
Paul & Lois Lane
Barry & Janice Mead
Middleton McGoodwin
Joe & Peggy Moriello
Deborah Robbins
Mr. & Mrs. T.E. Sargent,jr.
Gus Silvia
Mrs.Kathleen Swann
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Tarentino
David & Elizabeth Wilson

FRIENDS
Bonnie & Steve
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond Ajemian
Susan Bottcher
Philip Ashley Capen
Frank Clasby
Rita Costa
David Creighton
Mr. & Mrs. Fisher
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Heafey
Carol Ann Kavanaugh
Mr. John Kearney
John T. Lennon
The Madden Family
Jane & Frank Marochino
Jack & Fran Morast
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Moscardelli
Mr.& Mrs. Thomas F. O’Donnell
Madame Oliver
Susan Owens
Mr. Pimental
Gerald D. Puccini
James & Kathy Rego
Linda Robicheau
D. Snow
Bob Sylvia
Beverly Tardiff
Betty Tormey
Scott & Karen Weeks
Susan & Bob Weinstein
Congratulations and Best Wishes
1994 B-R Graduates from the
Bridgewater Education
Association

BRIDGEWATER CONSTRUCTION CO.
Excavating & Paving
1-508-697-6234
George Rogers
Raymond Wilson
P. O. Box 434
Bridgewater, MA 02324

TANKS • HOODS • SYSTEMS • CABINETS • CONSOLES • BASKETS

TML PLASTICS
QUALITY IN PLASTICS

BERNIE LENAHAN
179 TOSSA DRIVE
STOUGHTON, MA 02072
TEL (617) 341-3133
FAX (617) 341-3459

SEE US FOR ALL YOUR BANKING NEEDS

* Savings Accounts
* Checking Accounts
* Money Market Accounts
* CDs
* Christmas Clubs
* IRAs
* VISA Credit Cards

* Auto Loans
* Personal Loans
* Overdraft Protection
* Home Equity Loans
* Mortgages
* Money Orders
* Travelers Checks

1-800-356-8622

Bridgewater Savings Bank
Member FDIC/DIF
Neighbor-To-Neighbor Banking

SEE US FOR ALL YOUR BANKING NEEDS

* Savings Accounts
* Checking Accounts
* Money Market Accounts
* CDs
* Christmas Clubs
* IRAs
* VISA Credit Cards

* Auto Loans
* Personal Loans
* Overdraft Protection
* Home Equity Loans
* Mortgages
* Money Orders
* Travelers Checks

1-800-356-8622
6 Main Street, Lakeville
14 Main Street, Bridgewater
Middleboro Rotary, Middleboro
120 W. Center Street, West Bridgewater
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GOOD LUCK
CLASS OF 1994

DLJ, INC.
DBA NAPA AUTO PARTS
OF BRIDGEWATER
210 Broad Street
Bridgewater, MA 02324
John Lopes 697-6132

1-800-326-5226 508-880-5226

HERRMANN
INSURANCE AGENCY
AUTO • HOMEOWNERS • LIFE • COMMERCIAL
HANDICAPPED ACCESSIBLE

922 BROADWAY
RAYNHAM, MA 023767
JCT. RT. 138 & 495

(508) 823-9100
Fax (508) 823-7577

ROGER W. HOWLETT
MBA, AARL, PRSIDENT
Howlett Real Estate Services
128 North Main St.
Raynham, MA 02767

HARRISON L. WELLS
ATTORNEY
75 CHURCH STREET
TAUNTON, MA 02780
BUS: (508) 823-7299
FAX: (508) 823-9891

THE HUTCHINSON
GROUP
KATHLEEN M. HUTCHINSON
President

Herrmann Insurance Agency
AUTO • HOMEOWNERS • LIFE • COMMERCIAL
HANDICAPPED ACCESSIBLE

SHEVALIER ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS
200 Mylles Standish Blvd., Taunton, MA 02780 (508) 823-1982
21 Chuck Hollow Rd., Nantucket, MA 02554 (508) 251-8500
Fax: (508) 823-4988
Member NACS
Computers
Books

Scholars'
"For The College and The Town"
P.O. Box 443
50 Central Square
Bridgewater, MA 02324
(508) 279-1712
Shirazad Ahmadi
David Tassinari, Mgr.
General Partners

We are Proud To Support
Bridgewater-Raynham
High School
Rt. 18, Campus Plaza - 697.2564

FAST FREE DELIVERY!!
IT’S YOUR MOVE!
697-4114
PIZZA & MORE

Patricia Snow’s Dance Academy
48 Central Square
Bridgewater, MA 02324

697-3588

Congratulations
to the class of
’94
From the
Taunton Daily Gazette
5 Cohasset St., P.O. Box 111
Taunton, MA 02780
Phone (508) 880-9000 Fax (508) 880-9049
Congratulations To All The Graduates!

The Future Belongs To You.

Best Wishes,

Roche Bros. and Sudbury Farms
MichAnThony's
52-54 Court Street • Taunton, MA 02780
(508) 880-3300

Bridgewater Camera Studio
Discount Portraits * High School
Seniors * Families * Pets * Children
15 Central Square
Bridgewater, MA 02324

John H. Cummings
President

Travel by the Traveler
FRED FURTADO
OWNER
47 BROAD STREET
BRIDGEWATER, MA 02324
(508) 697-1475

Dorr's Stationary Store
43 Central Square
Bridgewater, MA 02324
Office Furniture & Supplies - Drafting &
Art Supplies - School Supplies
(508) 697-2433

Attorneys
Raymond E. Arabasz
Wesley A. Morris
(508) 697-7619
Real Estate * Wills * Estates
Personal Injury
Domestic Criminal

McGRATH
STUDIOS
School Photographers
Joe Flora
Vice President
531 Pleasant St.
Brockton, MA 02401
508 588-7681

(508) 697-2229
Compliments of

COLLETTIS
MARKET

470 NORTH MAIN ST.
RAYNHAM, MA
02767

JCL
Michael J. Leahy, CPA

Jennings, Cody & Leahy
Certified Public Accountants

63 Winthrop Street
Taunton, MA 02780
(508) 824-6622

148 West Grove St.
Rt. 28
Middleboro, MA 02346
(508) 946-0222

Congratulations and
Best Wishes
to the
Class of 1994
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